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THE CHAIRMAN: We are very late getting started this morning; I think the

reasons are very well understood, with the convening of Parliament, the

large crowds, and the blocking of the streets it has been very difficult

for some of the Delegates to get here. We are still not aIl present,

but I think we can proceed with our meeting anyhow. This morning we

are going to use the simultaneous translation apparatus, and this

afternoon we shall havesuccessive translations. Those in the translating

part ofour service who are affected by that decision can take note

accordingly.

The report of the Ad Hoc Drafting Sub-Committee on Article 76,

Article 78, paragraphs 3 and 4, and on Article 2 is beingprepared,

and we hope that it will be ready at about 12 o'clock. As soon as it

is ready I shall call upon that Sub-Committee for that report. It

will be the first order of business. Meanwhile, I propose that we

take up for discussion Article 50 on Functions of the Organisation.

I hope the Committee will not be unduly alarmed from time to

time when I allow a few moments' silence to take place. I am quite

deliberate in that. It is togive the members of the Committee an

opportunity to look at the text and make upp eh;im ndsas as to whether

thewa.nt-o bring up a point. Quite frequently I asmu-e there is

nothgng. ogn; tb te brouht up oa parag raph, and then when Ima

on the ocintocfgoing to the next pargErp-h, a barrgre of cmm;ents

breaksocut. I find frmz ep-erience it is a little better to have a

Linute of prayerful silence untilmzmzbers make up their minds whether

oc brngu up smoethigi or not.

Is there anycCmm,ent onp aagrrpbh 1 ofAarticle 50?

R2. HOUMANLBalg imr-Luxmubougr) (Interprettiocn: I should not wish to

cgtin this attack of fire you have us_t mentioned,M,r. Chaim,an. Iw-ant

only to ask you to add a phrase to te: pargLraph, after the sentence

"collect, analyse and publish infomoationrielatigL to international

trade," the words "irfoma~tion reIatigL to mprlomaent policy." You
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wilot~iechat-paragraph 1 Iamsi - putting together infocmation

regarding the work of all the Committees, excepting any allusion

to Committee I, that is, work regarding employment policy. There-

fore, I suggest that the amendment I have mentioned should be

MR. KELLOGG (US : I have the impression that in the report of

CommitteeI dealingwith this subject, they have recommended that

the functionof gathering information regarding employment be

lestowed on the Econimic and Social Council and its Sub-Commissions.

I believe they makethat specifically clear in their report, and

I do not suppose wewouldwant to set up this Organisation in

competitionwith the Economic and Social Council. My comments,

ofcourse, must be checked against the final report of that

Committee, which I have not seen.

3.
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Mr HOUTMAN (Belgium-Luxembourg) (interpretation): It is clear that if the

Plenary Meeting really would give all policy problems to the Economic

Development Committee, as the Delegate of the United States has just

mentioned, I should not insist on this point.

THE CHAIRMAN:Are there any more comments on paragraph 1?

Mr PALTHEY (France) (Interpretation): I do not wish to make any special

intervention merely in regard to paragraph 1. I wouldd like to enquire of

the Committee if it would not consider that one of the terms of reference

of the future organisation which should be forseen might be the exchange

of technical experts and the establishment of a system which would make it

possible to facilitate sending technicians from several countries into

other countries less developed. This problem might later be revised

when we knew the final decisions of Committee I, but it seems to me that

we might even now keep this idea in mind if the Committee sees no diffic-

THE CHAIRMAN:The point raised by the Delegate for France seems to the

Chair to be more related to paragraph 2 than to paragraph 1.

Mr PALTHEY (France) (Interpretation): Yes, that was it.

THE CHAIRMAN: I take it that we have passed to paragraph 2, which is

quite all right as far as I am concerned. Is there further comment on

paragraph 2?

Mr HOLMES (United Kingdom): Mr. Chairman, I was intending to propose that

inparagraph 2 it might be useful to add at the beginning some such phrase

as the following: "In collaboration with any other international agency

which may be concerned", and that a similar phrase might be added at the

beginning of sub-paragraph 5.

THECHAIRMAN: Will the Delegate of the United Kingdom repeat that suggestion?,

I missed some of the phrasing.

Mr HOLMES (United Kingdom): At the beginning of paragraph 2, and the same

would apply to sub-paragraph 5 of this Article when we come to it, that

the following words might be added: "In collaboration with any other

international agency which may be concerned". Perhaps for the word

4.
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"internmtgonal" I iinht, conformitnk withwhan1Itihc has. bee.

d-cidedmbefore in the sare connection, substitute the word "inter-

goveriental".

T;S OH.J;L;~: The proposaleis to insert aftorthe wore "provide" in th.

first line -

Mr HOL.ES (United Kingdom): Or before it, perhaps,-

THE CTaL^M: - the words "In collaboration with any other inter-govern-

mental a enoy which may be concerned" - t"to en a comma -.provide

technical" and so forth.

Mr HOL2S (United Kingdom): Yes.

THE CHJRM.N: Is mhere any corment?

irIQURESHL.IM(:ndia)m Tr. oairran, I w.uld like to know, exactly how this

omerdment whichohasebeen preposod by the Delegate of the United Kingdom

will rely operate, and what it will mean. To me paragraph 2 seems

vera clear, nzmely that it sheuld be ono of the functions of this

organisation to phnvide aecllical -ssistance and render other help

co economitally backward countries, and it was perhaps with that sug-

gestin --at this has been incorpurated; bla if we addthe words

!Tn coolaboratian with otheo inter-gevernmental ageucies"n srpposirg

here are no other inter-governmental agencies which could be

called -eod to r.nler such help, what would happen? I personally

would prefer that paragraph 2 be retained as it is, because its meaning

is clear to me, but if in certumn circ= stances ie isrnecossaxy to get

the help of any other inter-governmgntal or-anisation I do not think

it wouLddebar us from aey of thc general provisions as have been

set out in the Charter. It must be one om toe ains Of an inter-

governuental agency to provide such hclp, otherwise by adding those

words here they cannot be called upon to render that assistance.,

I think it was the main function of the I.T.C. to render such assist-

ance. I would like to know the meaneng ofthz words which have been

introduced by the Delegate of the United Kingdom. Perhaps I have not

graspuld them fLly.

~~5.
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THE CHAIRMAN :. t 'is nofotoe x ahehrmc he Deplcin wha tic Delegate of" the United

Kin;dom has en mind, but it doas hecur to me that tll difficulty you speak

of arising in the matter of drafting may be involvee. You seem to fool

wh.t 1' thee hrase. ;ich ihe Dclegate o. tug United Kingdom sx-gests is

ddea, it would be interpreted et meaeing that thb IntErnational Trade

Or-z,isatiop should nov undertake to proVide such assistance unless it

is done in colleaboration with Dthr agencies. I would assume that the

idea -ould be that wherever it is feasible add practicable, an wherever

tno situation warrants, it should be done in colleboration with othor

aoncies, bndeit is not internad to eeaa thaal the Intornztiorl Trade

Oranivetion shoake nevor undert:dIwto provide such assistance by itself.

I 4o not inow whether the Chair has elucidated er merely confusod the

matterh, but aty-ow I trow thlarge. free of ch_,.

Or E.- nited Kingdomr): Ig eetiwely wracc -ithie-t dou Mav- si., .Ir.

Crairman. eOur propos1d addition, I can assuae the Delegote from India,

was really ientended to b helpful. It certainly was not intended to

act as n brake in aty way on the functhioning, of oe Interdati~nal Trane

^, ,i-sation. It was intended rather to prevent the possibility of

overP'pping, ow, ef teere per- ovorlap-ing functions in some way or
other, to prevent the possibility of confusion.o The sort cf case we

-ad n-m3nd was that supposing some questien had arisoon'in thl curse

of the InternationglnTrade OrXawisation's vork about double taxation,

,e ought to be careful to see that all sthx opinion eCpressed by the

Iternationel Trade Orgwnisati n.vere iL'harmony or reconciled -ith

opiniminstwhich prgh~be exressed by the Fiscal Commission of the

Fconoric and Social Council ehicv, I bolieoe, has that subject allotted

<eo idt. As o~gars the exact wordig-a f ofome phr ,.a thc sort which I

have suggested, we are entirely n the hanmds.ofethe Comittec, or of any

Drafting r-mjmittee, but I st- wantewhto sy, thae agr'e.ile I qi-c re

with wMat you said, IrceChairmawi .we tcrteadmnly-vsh the amnment not to

nc liyiting ih'p"u wa hbug telfil, and desi~nd. primarily to avoid con-

fusion or overlapping. --

hrgXt WC (UJ.S ;.: I Would like to su-gest that since many of the functions
6.
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through which the I.T.O. might overlap other agencies will be performed

by the United Nations itself, Mr. Holmes' proposed words be changed to

read: "In collaboration with the United Nations and with anyother inter-

governmental agency which might be concerned".

THE CHAIRMAN: That is an amendment to this proposal, but it does not appear

to the Chair howthat takes care of the suggestion of the Delegate of

India.

Mr QURESHLAI (India): I think that suggestion meetsus better. Iprefer the

United States' proposed amendment.
THECHAIRMAN:Ifit is satisfactery tothe Delegate of India, it is certainly

satisfactory to the Chair.

Mr BAUCETURNER(Secretary): If I might revert to the point raised previously
bythe Delegate forBelgium and replied to by the Delegate of the United

States regarding the responsibility for cellecting information concerning

employment policy, I have just secured a copyof the draftReportof

Committee I, which is still subject to some miner alterations, but it

doessay quiteclearl, if I may quete,that "The functionswhich the

Economic and Social Council should either perform itself orsponser

through arrangements with appropriate international specialised agencies

cover (1) the regularcollection,analysis and exchange of relevant

information, (2) the organisation and consultationwith a view to

concerted national and internationl action in the field of employment".

I justdraw the Committee'sattention to that reference in theReport

becauseI think it makes the position clear.

MrDAO(China ): I want to raise apoint of drafting in connection with the

points raised by the Delegate for the United Kingdom. If you refer to

paragraph 6 of Article 50 reference is made to co-operation with the

United Nations and with other specialised international organisations,

and so forth. I think that point is covered by paragraph 6 of this

Article. Furthermore, if we refer back to Article 71 with regard to

relations with other organisations, the points will be found to have been

covered by both references in theCharter. Is it necessary to provide

any specific reference in the separate paragraphs, such as in paragrap 2
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and paragraph 5? As a matter of fact; I feel that if we were to make

any specific reference in a particular paragraph we might miss some

reference which we would like to see; for instence, "to collect

information relating to international trade" and so forth. In this

field probably the ideal would be to have co-operation with other

bodies. Therefore, I think the point is covered in paragraoh 6 and in

Article 71. It is a matter of drafting.

Mr HOLMES (United Kingdom): I would entirely agree that it is a matter

of drafting. Perhaps just the warning note might be sounded in

paragraphs 2 and 5 by some reference there to paragraph 6 of the same

Article and to Article 71, as the Delegate of China suggests; butas

the references to which he has referred appear later, after the two
be

paragraphs to which I have been referring,it might/well to say

that with regard to paragraph 6 which follows, and to Article 71.

It is not a point to whichI wouls wish to attach very great

importance or on which I wish to delay the proceedings of the

Committee very long.

. 8
D follows
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p thipk shmt _erhaos pore instruetion might bo given to our own

Drafting Comnittee to look at this and to see whether some reference

of the sort at any rate might not be helpful.

THI CHAIRLA: The delegate of South Africa.

oR. NAfUE (&cuth .rica): It is hardly worth while saying what I had in

wmindwin vie oHelmet Mr. aiclrs has just saed about thc Drafting

Co.i-ttee.

THE CA1IJ3hN: Tho delegate cf Canada.

IS ?AN (Canada): I would like to ask a question about -thegeneral

beidg ern mn-aing of this- art of the Article, and I think this is

really a question for the U. S. delegate. It is laid down en tho

sepaond art of the Aeticlo that one of the functions of the Organis-

ation ip to -eovido technical assistance and adviceeto mcmbers - at

least, that is a part iof ths section of the Article. Now is it

intended that the IO T. Ce itsolf shompld e~loy a largf sta'f, capable

of orogidiez th, technical advise that would be required, or is it

si;-ly enedisago that the IO TwoC. v;uld act as a clearingehousc which

wculd be ablp to .ut members needing such adaice end technical

assistanceoin ccnta_t wxph e:;artst tnd hat technocal crganosaticn

ie cthor countries? eIt soems to me, and to the Canadian delegation,

that we ought to br faizear ab- %c~out this, because if, in fact,

theCI.Ti,. smplo e=Lla a Lerge staff itself, tmeyre a bo a ccn-

siderable financial burden on the organisation. It is arguable that

the I. T. C. would be well-advised to incur that, financial burden, but

at least we ought to be perfectly clear as to the sort mmifmcontents

into whicm we nay be entering.

HAIRMA i 'N:The delegate of he 'United States.

. G HOG& (United States):e The issuc raised by the Canddian .elegatc
is stdll unaer discusnion ir a jomnt cc=mittme, Co~mittees 1 and 2.

Amnog the problems which they must settle is the problem cf just how

machecf those ouncticns should be oeftetE tho Bconomic Development

Sub-Commission of the Economic analSocinL Council, and tB the 3ank

- 9 -
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and to other organisations. That matter is definitely not

settled at this time.The reason for the wording of this

Article is that we want to make it possible for the I. T. O.,

in case it should find it desirable and necessary in view of

the possible failure of other organisations to carry out their

duties in this field, to assume such functions as may become

necessary in the future. There wasnot any decision made,

either in the U. S. or, I believe, so far in the Joint Committee,

as to precisely what functions in this respect I. T. O. should

carry out. That we shall soon find outabout, I takeit.

THE CHAIRMAN: The Chairman would like to add that, if youlook at

Article 16, to take one illustration - I am thinking of paragraph

1, not paragraph2 of Article 50 so perhaps what I was about to

say would not be pertinent. I understoodthe delegate from

Canada, however, to have some question as to the amount of

burden to be assumed by the I.T.O. with reference to the

collection ofinforma.nt.nd sta_at_ntistics,oand sb onpeout ocr-

hams I e isondrstcod him?

PLNTR ?A. (C:nada) M No, ir.mChairzan, I wes rngorripa tg apha-rnon

2 which deals with tde pronuofctir. tel nicaLs asse-t.nco.

ATHMANC:-IR_ : .hat is qoite rncther-matter, and teer amr_ I

rather out of order. Is there further discussoonpan -orpgra-h

2?

LE. :Z PAan(Czmada): As a semepplontarey qunstio, as they say in

Parliamentary usage, may q encuiretof 'he U. S. gele3ate further

if it is the intention of the deaftors -e tha ter, should

it be decided thae t.o IO.* T. should havlarg 1-te s aff which

wcbld 'e aboe tc pdevirc this technical advice and Cssistance,

that the advice and assistance should be pfoidb_roy mhm re:ber

roveenments requiring the advice aed tcchnical assistance?

IRLLKEM-OGn (editcr States): I do not khinr the answer to tqat aues-

tio. has yetbeen determ.ned I think anm rk.ar-s which the

-10-



Canadian delegate mightwish to make on thatsubject wouldbe

of value, and could be put into the record. However, Iam

perfectly sure that so far no decision has yet beentaken on

that matter. - 2- -.

TE,wIKN: Iemcels likG to yvmrin he,mciibcrb of the Couimt-

(includiag tho ehmoaimanowto sWeak e littI& re slxhly. Te arC

s-Oaking a lettle eapidly for our intcrprotors. Is there

fpurther coient or.paragrah 2?

* .MLE F.N (manada): I thinall Nr. Chair:'n, probably '1 that there

eoGgine fcu c. to say on Ihis Cencral point is that Tam well

awaresthatbethis whole Sroblem hae to c considered a great dcal

:'rkeer, and I would sL-rly liic to enter a caveat now, at this

-rclLaar;; toae, thot certainly the wcrding c±fthis second

- ra=Q -fome 50rtle5 should, at scac stage, b -put into such

shxae th-t it is ierfectly clear what is intended, and .. as

io which te-o Plnernat vememha-e becn chose. by the b:rs

who ara re rcs:nted Iere.

To Cio-kU:AfThe delgnte. -- Sth .2rica.

Ma NYLDE (Scuth ica): oWih reference to "cther international

canozad-irs"` r.ntic-nE insthnde draft as it _tas now, 'i

that dnteoed tcvencme-' bcth goZrnvcrtaI and non-governmental

~~crgaiizatizns?

CC.1 i;rJ:The delegate of the Uniited States.

2 MEL:GG (Urdt a States) S.Afe delegate of &Jrica has asked a

very difficult - question.nm tdink what was ir vin' there was

to cover both the J. N. and specialist agencies, and possibly

rcnsgovern~ental organizations. I suspect, however, that

suficient attention wrs not given to thme problem at the tie

and I wcrua begglad to hear a sug-estion on the subject.

A1 N1DE (Soutv friga): I hare no suZMestions at all, 2ir Chairm-a.

T *as tryin, to Onvisegn how a oon-govcrrmental Organisation

would rmceiNeOad-ice spor I.T. . un a a-epioic indastri-l -rcject.

- ii -
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I am not suggesting that it should bewritten into governmental

international organizations, but it has been suggested that a

drafting committee would begoing over these things, so I will

not pursue the joint.

THE CHAIRMAN: It seems to be that the drafting committee would wish

to consider it, and it would be a debatable question whether the

wording of paragraph 2 should be such that ifa non-governmental

international organisation really should ask and welcome the

technical assistance or advice of the I.T.O., the I. T. O.should

be free to give it That is a question which should perhaps

receive some consideration. Should this be drafted in such a way

as to preclude that, or should it be boldly enough drafted so

that that would be possible? 'I do not knewwhether this is a

matter for a sub-committee to consider further,or whether it

ocldi be settlenrnpaeliminaiyrxrway here.Pe _pa-s -u sab-

mi;4.ttee shoulo c.neid~retmS -ettcurth-- and_deideranewhEther

the deer should be lcopec-un eid whethenoot i uhoCld beoclcsed

so far ao nco-gcveenmaltanJe itrnotai;ong roanisatioasrre

concerned.

If there is no further discussion onetpo' int, I suggest

that ab sommet ete cougd _ive further codeiacration to it.

agrap aoh 3. That is a rathlr iopg :arapranh, witubsai-

paragraphs, and Iallsho nct ampeift to hurry thommia-seteo in

decidingewhethor wt vishes bou'ginp uomschetgin-.e Peprhas we

night best proceed by tagin; it sub-pgraarrph by sub-paragraph.

;AUDE o(ScuAh fri:caef Boore ydu ao thaM, mr. Crman-' , I think

it is a bad thing, in drafgin intaerntilna insmeuzonts, to

specify by using the wo"rd including". It is a dangerous ngi.-

and it meeus to meath.t these first terec lines should be

adequatM. Iay I ask why wt las thhugre nccars-=o tp sDeyiff

a~b.cn add I? Is it that t aeyare fmooe rcpor3cztant nhal

cther things on which the I. O. m. zay consult amd eakc rmmon er-

doticns on?Wht-y wat i- necass=ro tpeszcycifemthz?
- 12-



THECHAIRMAN: The delegate of the United. States.

MR. KELLOGG (Uniteod States): In reply tc the question of the delegate

for S.Africa, I believe the reason for spelling out the sub-

paragraphs here was thedesire to make it perfectly clear that

the Organization had four powers to cover anything, which night

arise in these four major categories of activity. It is quite

1)possible that we might got that idea across 'equally effectively

by other language. It was put in, I think, from the deire to be

abundantly cautious and to make it quite clear that the Organiz-

ation had all the necessary powers.

THE CHAIRMAN : Assuing, for -purposes of further consideration, of this

paragraph, that the sub-paragraphs should be retained that is,

sub--paragraphs that specify certain types of recommendations and

reports which the organization would be autherised to deal with,

what comments.if any.., are there on those specific points of

enumeration? Is there any comment on sub-paragraph(a) The

delegate of Canada.

MR. LE PAN (Canada): Under sub-paragraph(a)it seems to us that it

might be useful, and an improvement, if the words "or of the

members" were included after the words "of the responsibilities

of the Organization"; in other words, that it would be a

function of the Organization to make recommendations or

determinations relating to the discharge of the responsibilities

of the Organization or of the members of the Organization.

MR. KELLOGG(United States); I support the suggestion of the delegate

of Canada.

THE CHAIRMAN: .Are there further comments on sub--paragraph (a)? On

sub-paragraph (b)? On Sub-paragraph (c)?

E follows

- 13 -
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MR.LEENDERTZ (Netherlands): In sub-paragraph (c) I see that the last words

are "in the general interest", and without wanting to say that the recom-

mendations sho ld not take into account the general interest, I wonder

if it is important to include those words, because the recommendations, if

they are based on the cmmodity principles, will always be in the general

interest. I am afraid that perhaps another criterion.will be introduced

here. I do not attach particular interest to this remark, but I wonder

whether "on the commodity principles" would not be sufficient.

THECHAIRMAN: Is there any comment on that suggestion? '

MR. NAUDE (South Africa): There. seems to be something to be said for leaving
it as it is. There was no doubt a good reason for it s. going in, and there

may be considerations of general interest, which do not fall within the

commodity principIes.

THE CHAIRMAN: The point is one wich, it seems tome, could well be given

further consideration by the Sub-committee. If there is no further comment

on it, we will pass on to sub-paragraph (d).

MR. QURESHI (India): With regard to this sub-paragraph, I would only say

that the question as to its particular position in this Article might be

considered by the Interim Drafting Committee in the Iight of the d iscussions

that have taken place at these meetings. We from India feel that

economic and industrial development must play a very big part in the

general purposes of this Organisation,and therefore it is' for consideration

whether this particular sub-paragrch...should not come a little earlier. We

have -taken the attitude that we look upon industrial andeconomic develop-

ment as the principal means of raising the standards of living:and increasing

the purchasing power in the undeveloped countries, and we foel that

industrialandeconomic development generally will play a very important

part in the general expansion of world trade and employment. I believe

also that in countries like India the Charter, as 'fina.lly drafted, will

possibly receive readier acceptance if it is brought out prominently in its

-14.--
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Articles that one of the main purposes of this Organisation will be the

encouragement and devolopment of industries and economic expansion.

THE CHAIRMAN:With reference to the suggestion made bythe Delegate, of India,

the Chair would like to make this comment, subject to correction: -it is my

understanding that, as a result of the work of the other Committees,

partcularly the Committee on Inadustrial Development, provision would pro-

bably be made elsewhere in the Charter for a c lear statement of this

function. The idea would be featuredat other points in the Charter, perhaps

very prominently at one particular point if there is to be, for instance, a

separate chapter on industrial dovelopment. That would, I suppose, be the

place for it, but it would appear that with reference to article 50, in

paragraph 3, there is simply an atte mpt to summarise very briefly some of

the types of recommendations or determinations which are to. be among the

functions of the Organisation. This would merely be a brief reiteration

of a function which would be f'eatured probably elsewhere in the Charter.

I am act sure that I have sp oken accurately, but that is my impression.

If anyone has a different idea, please make a point of it.
(Interpretati on)

MR. HOUTMAN (Belgium) I second your remark, and I feel that one should say to

the Delegate of India that thc Conference has perfectly understood the imp-

ortance of encouragement and aid for undeveloped countries, since the first

Article of the Charter, paragraph 3, considers that this help to undeveloped

countries is one of the principal duties of the Organisation. Article 1,

paragrarh 3, says that the aims of the Organisation w ill be to help and aid

the industrial and general economic development of member countries,

particularly of those still in the early stages of industrial development..

I suppose, then, that the Delegate of India will be satisfied if sub-paragraph

(d) only .summarises the recommendations which have to be addressed by the

Organisation on the subject of the different aims.

MR.QURESHI (India): I have no desire to take up the time of the Committee on

this but I feel that I should make it clear that we do attach a certain

amount of importance to this, because of the general background or history,
- 5
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of this particular meeting. In the original proposals made by the United

States and the United Kingdom,this question of economic development and

industrial development was not included at all. It has been included in the

Draft Charter possibly as a result of reconsideration in the light of the

arguments put forward by certain countries. I do not want it to be thought

that this particular quetion is just a.n after-thought which has found a

place in the Charter at the last moment. It has therefore a certain amount

of importance with regard to the emphasis that is to be laid on this par-

ticular function of the I.T.O.

THE CHIRMAN: Of course, if it would hel. the Delegate of India any, sub-para-

graph (d) might be sub-paragraph (a). That would just be a matter of changing

the order.

MR.KELLOGG (United States): Assuming that it is decided at this Conference to

put a next chapter into the Charter covering industrialisation, I would suggest

that the order of these sub-paragraphs be made to follow the order of the

chapters, whatever that may be.

THECHAIRMAN: If there is no. further discussion on sub-pa ragraph(h), I will

ask for comments on paragraph 4.

MR.HOLMES (United Kingdom): It occurs to me that perhaps paragraph4 may'

require a cross-reference in some way to paragraph 2 of Article 76. We shall

be coming to certain amendments to that paragraph on the report of the Sub-

Committee, which will be ready shortly, and it is-true that that paragraph 2

of Article 76 is'rather more specifically addressed to a particular type of

difference or question than paragraph 4 of Article 50 whichwe are discussing
at the moment, Paragraph 2 of Article 76 is prefaced by a limi tation on.

the interpretation of the Charter, but. of course a dispute about the inter-

pretation of' the Charter. is one which grows out of the provisions of the

Charter and we should, I think, remind the reader or the. Organisation, in

attempting to apply this very long and complicated document, that some

specific directions about certain disputes are given in paragraph 2 of

Article 76.

.
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THECHAIRMAN: A.ny further comments on paragraph 4?

MR. LEPAN (Canada): Here is a general suggestion which I put forward .very

tentatively: I wonder whether it might be wise to set out somewhere in

the Charter - it might be here - that the ITO might make a provision for

arbitral machinery, and might even set up a panel of well-qualified

arbitrators?

THE CHAIRMAN:The Delegate of Canada has made a very interesting suggestion.

Is there any discussion on it? I missed some of the context of the Dele-

gate's remarks; was he proposing that the matter simply be made a matter

of record, or did he actually propose that some consideration be given to a

drafting change?

MR.LEPAN (Canada): I confess that my suggestion is not sufficiently clear for

me to move an amendment or to suggest any change in the drafting.I would

be grateful if we could. have an expression of views on thispoint from the

Delegate of the united States, as representing the drafters of the Charter.

THE CHAIRMAN: I have been looking hopefully towards the Delegate of the United

States, but he has not volunteered, so I will call upon him.

F fols - 17 -
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MR.KELLOGG (US): I think that when this Committee comes to the considera-

tion of Article 76, as it has been altered by the Sub-Committee, we

should take up this - matter, which I think is a very desirable

suggestion.

THE CHIRMAN: Again, I should like to warn members of the Committee,

and particularly my owm countrymen, to speak a little more slowly.

We are getting distress sig nals here.

MR. KELLOGG (US); With. regard to the suggestion of the Deleg ate of

Canada concerning the possibility of setting up arbitral procedures, I

would. suggest that that is a very interesting suggestion, and that

we should consider it at the time that this Committee considers the

report of the Sub.-Committeewhich worked on article 76.

MR. NAUDE (.Union of South Africa): In the Fund and the Lank Agreement,

Provision is also made for an , itralboard. This might help us

to clear our minds on the waiter.

THE CHIRMAN: If there are no further comments on paragraph 4, we will

pass to .paragraph 5.

MR. HOLMES (UK): I have already made mycomment on paragraph 5.

THECHAIRMAN: After a considerable period of deliberate silence, I am

assuring once more that silence gives consent. we will pass to

paragraph 6.

MR.KELL OGG (USA): Possibly a. word of explanation is called. for as to

Paragraph .6. At the time that the UnitedI Nations entered into a

contract of relationship with the Food. and Agriculture Organisation,

the question was raised. as to the relationship between the FAO and

the Security Council. It was felt desirable that the FAO should

cooperate with. the Security Council, but at the same time it was felt

that there night be some question as to wether the FAO had constitutional

power to do so. Hence, we wanted to be perfectly sure, in drafting

this Charter, that there might be no question of the authority and.

power of ITO to cooperate with the Security Council, if the need should

18..
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THE CHIRMAN: Are there any further Comments on paragraph 6?

MR. QUESHI (India) I have a draf ting suggestion to make. I do not

know whether the United Nations is a, specialised international

or anisation, because this paragraph sakes it out to be one.

MR. KELLOGG (USA): I think the point made by the Delecate of India is

a very good one, and that we should conform our lan uage to wha t

we have inarticle 71,

THE SECRETARY (Mr. Turner): I take it that it is the idea of the

Delecate of India that the word "other" be-deleted.

THE CHIRMAN: If there are no comments, we will pass to paragraph 7.

MR.FRESQUET (Cula); I think the same drafting question arises here

in the reference to members of international organisations, I think

the word "other" has to Le deleted here, too.

MR. KELLOGG (USA): I think that maybe I should make our position a

little sore clear. As to paragraph 6, I would not want to take

out the word "other", because "other" refers to the org anisations

other than the ITO. Similarly, in paragraph 7, "other" refers to

organizations other than ITO.

MR.FRESQUET (Cubaj: I raised the point because of what I thought it

was decided to do in paragraph 6.

MR. KELLOGG (USA): As to paragraph 6, I agree with. the Delegate cf

India that we should probably change the words specialised inter-

national organisations" to read "other inter-governmental organisations"

in order to conform with the language used elsewhere.

THE CHIRMAN: I do not want to prolong this drafting discussion, except

to say that I understood the point of the Delegate of India to be

rather on the question as to the English there, and what is the meaning

when we refer to "other specialised international organisations" and

use the word "other" when we have just mentioned the United Nations,

thus implying that .the United -Nations is' one specialised organisation,

and that then there are some others. It is a mere matter of English
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which we oug ht not to waste time over. I think the point.of the

Deleate of India is well taken and ought to be included.

MR.MLIK (India): I accept the suggestion of the Delegate of the

United States.

THECHIRMAN: I notice that the Delegates of Australia and New

Zealand have just entered the Committee. I will sa.y to them that we

have just completeddiscussion of Article 50. There have been various

comments on various of its provisions. I think tha.t before we leave

that Article, we should afford the Delegates from these two countries

an opportunity to bring up any points they may have had in mind on

this part of the Charter; so that our record may be complete in regard

to this partof it.

MR. LURY (.Australia): The Australian Delegation has only quite minor

points to raise in relation to paragraph 3, that in the recomm endations

or .determinations relating to the discharge of functions under the

various chapters, there shouIdbe some additional reference there in

relation to employment and industrial development. That is the only

point we wish to make in regard to the functions.

MR. LAURENCE (New Zealand): As far as this Article is concerned, we have

nothing, specffic to bring forward but.we held a tentative view of

the final form it should take until the outcomeof the proceedings was

known. Our feeling is similar to that of the delegate of Australia,

that if as a result of the discussions here some change in specification

is called for, we take it that the .new specification will fellow as a

normal consequence of these proceedings.

THE CHAIRMAN,: Are their any further comments on Article 50?

MR.HOLMES ((UK.): I wonder whether I might have your permission,Mr.
Chairman, to raise a rather more general point on paragraph 5 of

Article 50? I. shall, of course, immdiately bow to your decision if

that is out ordera tthis late date. The point is this. Paragraph
5 of Article 50suggests that therewill be, or there ought to'be,

verious international agreement dealing with rather speciaised subjects,
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no doubt cumulatively, at any rate, of considerable importance to the

objects for which the International Trade Organisation is to be

brought into being, but there is, of course, as it stands, no sort

of provision or even recommendations that the countries which are

Members of the Organisation should adopt those international agree-

ments. I just wondered whether.the Committee might feel that it

would be useful to have some provision, or to give some encourageme nt

to Members, when they have had recommendations from the Organisation

that there should be other international bodies called into existence,

to join those international bodies. I thinkthis point is one which

might perhaps be called to the attention of the Drafting Committee

which is to follow this session. of the Preparatory Committee, and that

in any such reference to them, one might perhaps quote to them

Article 11 of Chapter V of the Agreement setting up the International

Health Organisation. I do not wish to make too much of this point,

but it might perhaps be convenient if I read out the Article of

the Health Organisation, to which I was referring. It reads:

"To adopt conventions or agreements .... The Health A.ssembly" (that

is, the corresponding body in the Health Organisation to the

Conference of the proposed Internatonal Trade Organisation) "shall

have the authority to adopt conventions or ag reements with respect

to any matter within the competence of the Org anisation. A two-

thirds vote of the Assembly shall be required for the adoption of

such conventions or agreements which shall come into force for each

member, when accepted by it in accordance with its constitutional

processes. Fach member" - and this is the point - "undertakes that

it will, within 18 months after the adoption by the health Assembly

of a convention or agreement, take action relative to the acceptance

of such convention or agreement. Each member shall notify the

Director-General of the action taken, and if it does not accept such

. 21s
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convention or agreement within the time .limit, they will furnish

a statement of the reasons for non-acceptance."

I think that is the relevant passage of the -rticle, and will

explain the point that I was a ttempting to make,but I think this

is a matter which could be best dealt .with if the Committee

agreed that there should be some reminder to the Drafting Committee

which will succeed this session of the Preparatory Committee of

the existence of this ,Article under the Health Organisation's

agreement.

.~~~~~2
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MrKELLOGG (U.S.-.): I would like to support the suggestion of the

Delegate for the United Kingdom.

THE CHIRMAN: If there is no further comment on article 50 I shall con-

tinue with the suggestion that I was about to makewhen we reverted to

this point with reference to paragraph 5 of article 50; namnely,: that

we pass on to Article 51, "Structure of the Organisation". That is a

very short and broad sort of Article and we ought to be able to dispose

of it very quickly. Is there any comment?

Mr BURY (Australia): The only point which-seemsto arise is whether it

may become necessary to insert another Commission.
THECHAIRMAN: It might be pertinent in that connection to ask the

Chairman of the Joint Committee industrial Development if there is

any likelinood that his Committee will recommend the setting up of a

Commission for Industrial Development as a part of the International

Trade Organisation..

Mr MALIK (India): I was going to raise the same point as the Australiar.

Delegate. The position in the Joint Committee is that the proposal

has definitely been submitted and there has been a counter-proposal.

The whole question wiIl be discussedand Iam, sure, actively discussed

during the course of this week. I think we shall reach a decision so

faras the joint Committee is concerned, possibly on Friday.

Mr MERINO (Chile) (Interpretation): Mr. Chairman, the Delegation of

Chile made a proposal concerning the Commissions which must be set

up in this organisation. The Chilean Delegate sent to the Secretariat

these proposals, and I think they have been distributed and that the

honourable Delegates have them among theirpapers. In agreement With

the remarks formulated by the head of our Delegation at the first meeting

and by many other Delegations to the effect that the International Trade

Organisation must consider in an edequate manner and give its full

importance to the problem of economic development and industrialisation

and employment, the Delegation of Chile proposes to set up a. fourth

Commission which might be called the Commission for the Increase of

Industrial Production and Employment. This would complete the organis-
ation and would give satisfaction to the highest aspirations of those

23
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countries whose economicdevelopment is still in its begining. The

functions of this new Commission should be determined once the Joint

C ommittee has finished its tasks. The Delegation of Chile has also

formulated a proposal before the Joint Committee to consider these matters
and I have been told that in that Committee the ileahas been entertained

of including a chapter on these matters, considering the economic devel-

opment and the industrialisation of non-industrialised countries, or those

whose industrialisation is only b eginning. I apologise Mr. Chairman,

and Delegates ,for my French, and I would ask you whether it would be

convenient that I should speak in Spanish if the Simulltaneous Translation

can handle it.May I ask you, Mr. Chairman?

THECHAIRMAN:_I a I .-o.mefsr.'. that- that is g ri_.rhe. Plpase szeak in

Spanish.

RIhr =iC (s-eaking in Spanish: pInternetation): For Chilew, a asllas

fhor ato mjcrity of the coun trwes ;hich anre udever-deloped industrially,

it iffud me naeniptal ortance that thisrChater will facoe thse

problems in such na maner thatmwe -ay, tgrou-h the help of large and

rich countries,edepclo2 our industries and be ablegige -vc a higher

standard. of living to ouro wrking men. Thus it isdenevit that the

undeve-dpcloved countriegs miht, as time passes, be able to become

wealthier, to have ga hiher standard of lgiavin nd at t-ames.:c time

to be consumers of merchandise and products of countrwes .hich are

highly developed. Thus we would achieve wwet Vo are trying to achieve

in this conference m- naely, to develop and increase world trade. It is

on this account as I have said, that the ChileeneDclogation of the

Conmittee presented a long statement submitting to thismComaittee the

necessity for creating a chapter in this Charter wnich will deal with

such necessary functions in order to obtain the industrial development

n ths rining standard of living of small countries. The Drafting
itteeof theGeneralnommachnittee is working on thuijs sb ect. It is on

th
; ^o-

~iuthat ; suggest that we await the definite result of the
-_ ......2.,,,,, , ;;,; -.L

J entVrenched -a the PleneXyCo=-itte meeting in order to co.sider-
th- iCtroduction in IV.Charter df' =rganisation of oomrnittee No.: ... ~n i, *..^-........tee-No-. .. ZV_. ;- - -
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want to thank tne Chairman and the Delegates who have tolerated my

Spanish.

THE CHAIRMAN: I thank the DeIegate from Chile very much for his remarks.

Mr MALIK (India):I didnot go into any details regarding the work on this

particular question of the Joint Committee, but perhaps it might clear
thesituation if I did go into some detail.There aretwo questions.

One is the writing in of provisions in the Charter itself dealing with

the question of industrial and economic development. On that question

I am in no position toattempt any kindof forcast of what the Committee

will decide, but from the discussion which has so far taken place, one can

only say that provisions would have to be written in. Whether they will

take the form of aseparate chapteror merely put into the body of the

Charter itself still remains to be decided. The next question is with

regard to the creation of an organisation, either a Commission or some

other body, which will be charged with the responsibility of looking after

this particular work. On that there are at present two ideas before the

Committee. One is that a separate Commission dealing with industrial

and economic development should be set up under theI.T.O. itself, and

the other is that this work should be entrusted to the Economic

Development Sub-Commission of the Economic andSocial Council. That is

a question which still remains to be discussed and on which the Committee
will finally make some kind of a recommendation, I hope,on Friday.

Ifully support the proposal of the Delegate from Chilethat we shall

have to wa.it until some iecision has been reachedby the Joint

Committee on the subject with regard to this Article.

Mr. LEPAN(Canada): I would like to offer a more radical sugestion.

There is not only the problem of what to do about a possible Commission

on Industrialisation, but it may well be that in the fullness of time

the organisation willfind that it needs still other Commissions. After

all, we hope that we are not creating an organisation only for a day

but one that will last for a long time. If the circumstances change
there may be a number of other Commissions required, As the Draft

Charter stands at present in Article 61 provision has been made for three

25.
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Commissions, and room has also been loft for the conference to establish

other Commissions. In view of Article 61, in the ,full provision which

it makes for Commissions and also for adding; Commissions if new Commissions

are needed, it seems to me that in Article 51 it might be possible to strike

out all mention of the Commissions. Otherwise whatever Commissions are

mentiond under article 51, if it proves in future that a new Commission

is needed, an amendment to the harter will also be needed. On the

other hand. if the only provision for the Commissions is Article 61, and

the phrase that it includes about the possibility of adding new Comm-

issions as circumstances may warrant, then no new amendment would be

required. I would like to suggest for the consideration of the Com-

mittee that Article 51 should simply read: "the orgnisation shall have

as its principal organs a conference, an executive board and a Secretariat",

and then Article 61 will provide that the conference will set up a number

of stated Commissions and will also provide for new Commissions to be

added as occasion warrants.

MrKELLOGG (U.S.A.): In reply to the suggestion of the Deleate of Canada,

which I think is a very good one, I wonder if we could totally strike

out Article 51.

Mr. LEPAN (Canada): I agree with that, although I would not like the

spirit of hihilism to go too far.

Hfollows.
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TMHAIRMAiZZN: The delegate of Cuba.

;E. FRESQUET (Cuba): We support the firstoprq)osald mae by the delegate

cf Canada, and we think that we cannog eercc with the radical

-rposam d3ae by theedicegeto of the Unetod Stescs becausew vith

Article 51, we established those mmrzissions as dbescc of the

Oagonizaoicn, dn they erc paro uf the structuro cf ehc Organiz-

ation. If we delcteAr--ticle 51, ohcseocmm.issionmig-Aht be

considered in the future as no important part ofthe Organiz-

ation, and peapz)s subject to radicaalc-teration, even obclisd.&l

Sc we should establish in this article that these mm.zissions

wculd be a substantial' paro cf the structure of thO Crganization.

THEAIRMANH.: I believe ehc deeegeto cf Australia asked for the floor

a moment ago?

M.BURY (Au~sralia):I was mere-l going to support consideration of

the suggestion made by the U. S. delegate.

THE CHAIRMAN: The delegate of India.

MR. MALIK (India): In support of what has been said, Mr. Chairman, may

I suggest that it would possibly meet the difficulty forseen by

the delegate of Canada if we merely say, here "that the Organiz-

ation shall have as its principal organization a conference, an

executive board.. .commissions set up under Article 61... and a

secretariat"?

MR.LE PAN (Canada): It sees to me that that would meet the point

very satisfactorily, Mr. Chairman.

THE CHAIRMAN: Is there any objection to that last suggestion? Then

the Chair will say that he was about to make a gratuitous

suggestion along the same lines. The delegate of India, however,

very properly has "beat me. to it". I take it that will be

taken into the redrafting of this provision, then?

This discussion on Article 51 has already anticipated to

some extent Article 61. While we are about it, we may as well

pass upon that article too. The delegate of Cuba.

- 27 -
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MR. FRESQET (Cuba) Hr. Chairman, do I understand your statement to

mean that we are not going to discuss Article 61 at all when

the tine comes?

THE CHAIRMAN: We have just been discussing Article 51, and I thought

we hadcompleted the discussion of it.

MR.PRESQUET (Cuba): No, Article 61, I was talking about.

THE SECRETARY (Mr.Turner) The reference was to Article 51.

MR. FRESQUST (Cuba): Thankyou.

THE CHILDREN: The delegate of India.

MR.MA:LIK (India); I .merely want to point cut that if the names of

these commissions are to be retained in Article 61, then we

shall have to wait for a decision of the joint Committee

before we can finally docide on the terminology of this.

THE CHAIRMAN: .Are there further comments menArticle 61?

MR.FRESQUET (Cuba): I supportthe proposalmade by the Indian dele-

gate.

THE CHIRMAN: I am turning now to the report of the Drafting Sub-

Comrnittee on Articles 76 and 78, paragraphs 3 and 4, and

Article 62. I understand that both the English and the French

texts of the report cf that Sub-Committee have new been dis-

tributed, ana I hope very much that we can dispose of the

Report before we adjourn for lunch. I presume that the most

expeditious manner of handling it would be for us to proceed

at once to a seriatim ccnsideration of the articles and para-

graphs taken up in the Report and, as we come to them, I will

call from time to time on the Chairman of the Sub-Committee

for any comments that he maywish to make - unless he has some

preliminary comment that he wishes to make?Mr. Holmes.
MR HOLMES (United Kingdom): I can confine my comments, I think, to a

very few words. One isan apology that I should have had to

abandon .the Sub-Commiittee whn it was only half way through,

in order to attend a. meeting of Committee III in this room
7,.-. 7 .-*
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yesterday afternoon, so that very little credit, I am afraid, is

due to me. Hy ether comment at this stage is that I think it

will be found that there are two clerical errors, out we will

come to these in due course.

THE SECREETARY(MR.Turner): One error is rather more than a clerical

error; it is really a serious mistake on the part of the secre-

tariat, and I think I had better call attention to it new. In

the very last paragraph of the report, on page 4, under Article 2

it says "that the recommendation of the Sub-committee was that

paragraph 1 of Article 2 be approved. without change". I regret

to say that was not the reco.mmendation cf the Sub-Committee.

The Sub-Committee recommended that the vwords in the latter part

cf parargraph 1 of Article 2, the second line on page 2 of the

English version of the Charter - the words "which have agreed"

shculd read "which agree". Therefore we should strike out the

word "have" and. make the word "agreed" rea.. "agree", so that it

will then read "or in the eve. that this Charter has not

entered into force by that date the countries which agree to

bring this Charter into fcrce", etc. Is that correct, Mr-.

Holmes?

MR.. HOLES (United Kingdom): 1 must a- that it was this last

paragraph of this Report which .was giving me some difficulty.

That, I have n deubt, was approved at our last meeting .when

I was not present, but I have no dcubt thatthe Secretary is

right.

THE CHAIRMAN : The delegate of China.

MR .DAO (China): Article 76, paragraph 1, I believe has been amended

at cur former meeting, but it is not mentioned in the Report of

the Sub-Committee

THE SECRETARY (Mr. Turner): If I might answer that, the Sub-Committee

did not take up paragraph 1 because it was my understanding anyhow

that the full Committee formally agreed and accepted that amendment.

- 29 -
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THE CHAIRMAN: To pass, then, to the consideration of the Report,

Article by Article. Article 76. It is recommended that the

title of this Article be amended to read "Interpretation and

Settlement of Disputes". In the absence of comment, I assume

that is approved. Paragraph 2. It is recommended that the

words "if the Conference consents" in the twelfth line be

deleted, and the following words substituted therefor: "in

accordance with such procedures as the Conference shall

establish". The Sub-Committee points out that in recommending

the acceptance of this amendment, the Sub-Committee was of the

opinion that by way of illustrating the type of provision that

might appropriately be incorporated in the procedures to be

established by the Conference, reference should be made in the

Report of the Committee to the proposal that any justiciable

issue arising out of any ruling of the Conference (other than

specifically encepted in Article 76) may be submitted by any

party to the dispute to the International Court of Justice

if the Conference so consents by a ote of one-third (or such

other proportion as may be agreed) of its members present and

voting. The Sub-Committee was of the opinion also that the

instructions to be given to the Interim Drafting Committee

should point cut the dilemma with which the Committee has been

confronted in seeking to give effect, on the one hand to the

principle of unrestricted acce scto the International Court in

any case where an aggrieved partm iay considerths igoodo&-and- -

sufficient reasons for lodging an appeal whilst seeking to

ensure, on the other hand, that the prestige of the Organization

oand he apthQrity-of the Conference is upheld, by safeguarding

f peai~~7a n ~ p9Cl agLiLst- possible absse in the caee of trivial

yhzcommentupon this recommennt u rs recoinenidedc change in

-s# 'r*''P ~. . ' .s;0.
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MR. HOLMES (United Kingdom): I think it is proposed at this point, is

it not, that we should resume the discussion that started at an

earlier stage of this meeting of some reconciliation or cross-

reference between this paragraph of Article 76 and another

Article which dealt with disputes - paragraph 4 of Article 50.

On that, you will recall that the representative of Canada had a

proposition to make,which seemed to find favour, directed, if I

remember aright, to the possibility that we had not perhaps

covered sufficiently all disputes in view of the fact that para-

graph 2 of Article 76 is, on the face of it, rather narrowly

limited to questions or differences which may arise concerning

the interpretation of the Charter.

I follows. - 31 -
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THE CHAIRMAN:anyother comments?

MR. LEPAN (Canada): I entirely agree with the remarks made by the Delegate

of the United Kingdom. There apparently is to be a change in the title

of this Article which would broaden its scope enormously, and yet the

Article under the changed title would still remain much as it was, that

is, it would deal with the settlement of justiciable disputes. Now it

seems to the Canadian Delegation that there will be a number of disputes

which will not be of a strictly legal nature, which will not turn on

legal points, and which will not be justiciable. I am very anxious to

hear the views of the authors of the Charter as to how those disputes,

ofa commercial kind, should be settled, and also howmuch of the pro-

cedure used to settle them should be spelt out in the Charter.

MR.KELLOGG (United States): On this question I would very much appreciate

the view of the other members of the Committee.

THECHAIRMAN: I had overlooked that the Delegate of the Netherlands had

previously asked to speak. Sorry.

MR. LEENDERTZ (Netherlands): In making this remark I apologise for holding

up the work of the Committe. It is due unfortunately to the fact that I

was not present last Saturday. On Saturday last I had wanted to point

out another possibility of settling disputes, and I would like to know

whether the Committee approves of that system. The League of Nations

used to have a system of having appointed by all Members of the League

of Nations certain economic experts, from whom parties to a dispute

were allowed to choose their judge for arbitration. If members think

that reference to the International Court will involve very long pro-

cedure, they might decide to accept the possibility of arbitration. I

would like to suggest that in the footnote to Article 62, paragraph2,the

possibility of this system should be pointed out for consideration by

the fullCommittee.

MR.MALIK (India): I would like to support the proposal of the Delegate

ofCanada. With regard to the question as to the extent to which pro-
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vision should be made in the Charter itself, whether we should go into

details oraLerely give pover to the Org.nisation to set up machinery,

I do not 1=ow what the general feeling is but personally, on behalf of

lhe Indian Dclegaeion, we fee. that it would bo best to leave the details

ofe fheandMechanig.veto tem ITO itsle, justEic thon authority. I

would suggest that the proper place possibly to incorporate that would

be in paragrapa s tof Article 50, where it s'y "o consult with members

regarding div-utes growing out of the pro'isions of this Charter and

proveme a mechnis:sfor the setWecm:ct of.such disputes." Vociight

add, mepecifimcally, "to provide angzchanis including the setti-up of

arbiteation machineap"* or whatevor wording is o>proved.
TIE CM=HZJU: Any further comments?

L-. BUZI (Australia): It seemsoto the Australian DelegatiOn that the pro-

visions of article 50 paragraph 4 are sufficiently wide to cover the

future proble-, and most mUtters which are likely to arise will be

;=tters to be settleE by the Organisation, the Zxecutive Board, or the

Conference. As for o her disputes, it is almost.impossible to forecast

their exact nature at this stage, and the question is whether there is

anything we can do heoe which the mpgwnisation wuuld not be ez-oWered

to do under article 50 paragraph 4, which seems to us wide enough to

cover whatever aay arise.

1i. 11PL (Canada): I do not want to press this point unduly, but it

seems to - that it is usefiul for us to get in our mLds as clearly

as possimle exactly how disputes night be settled. In the interests

of precision and completenels, I would rather be incLined to suggest

wording of the sort suggestea by the Delegate of Indii.

1R. DAO (China): I adhe e to the views expresded-by the Delegate of In~ia,

to make a reference under Article 50 to the machinery for arbitration.

M. I END :XL (Netherlands): I think the suggestion of -the Delegate of

India entirely meets the pkint I raised, and I thind it is better to

include the -ossibility of arbitration in Article 50 paragraph 4 than

in article 76.
33-
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THE CHAIRMAN: If there are no further comments on paragraph 2, the Secretary

wishess to make a comment.

THE SECRETARY (Mr. Turner): Before the Committee passes from paragraph 2, I

must confess that I am a little confused as to precisely what is intended

to be shown on the record. Am I correct in assuming that it is the desire

of this Committee to leave Article 76 as it is, and is it the definite

understanding of the Committee that it should have the more limited application
that it has at present? The point has been made, and I think a lot of the

discussion that has previously taken place has proceeded on the assumption,

thatArticl7e76 ai-lies to dp,,utes other than thos -arising strictly out of

questions of interpretation. Am . I correct in assuming that the mm=aitt'eIs

intention is that the narrowerpp.1lication should prevail and not the wider

interpretation? Because if it is the intenti n t̀o give thiw Tiderpapli-

citlon, mora Additionalmsnall draftingmaaemndent would clearly be required.

I justawent to know precisely what the record ouccld show on tsin point.

JiMAL IIK (India): Is not the wider pp-lication covered bA article 50 paragraph

4;.

THE AIRHAM:N; It covers all disputes arising out of that.

LT. LMILES (United Kingdom): One thing we might add with value would be, at the

end of paragraph 4 oA Lrticle ,0. "other than disputes covered by article 76."

That would at any rate clarify the text.

MRLEINDEE1RTZ (Netherlands): There is one small objection to the United Kingdom

Delega'eIs proposal. His suggestion would prevent merbers from using the

method of arbitration in the cases covered bA article 76, anda my be there is

a case for opening the possibility of arbitration even in those oases.

iR. LME= S (United Kingdom): My point there is that a mechanism for the settlentV

of disputes of the nature intended to be dealt with by Article76isreally

provided by thatAPrticle. I do not wish to limit the first part of paragraph

;4 I wishd myTwords merely to pyply to the pozvszion for a mechanism for the

settlmen tof-suhW dispute,' but I think it is perhaps a matter largely of

dasfting, and of course it does not touch on the mr±e substantial point made

by certain Delegates just nwv, that the Drafting Committee, after this session.
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=ight be asked to consideansome more specific mechoiism for arbitration of

non-interpretative and non-justiciable disputes.

M. ; LK (India): It semms to me that.if the Counittee decides to adopt the

recommmndations of the Sub-Co2:ittee in regard to Article 76, and in addition

puts in a provision whicA has been suggested to Irticle 50 paragraph 4, it

vyll ce quiAe satisfactor- be-ause article 76 will give the option to any

aggz'e. I party who wishes to go to tfhe International Court o Justice. It

is not -andatcry; at g ves the aggrieved pwrty. the option and both procedures,

undAr Aticle 764 and underz ticle 50 (), -ill be open to him on these

naxticular issues. I do not think there is any conflict there.

T.- n:oiJJ£I: We hnve -ot matc a rather iLvoscesszatter, but the di-_u.;ion

iill be iart of the lecord and can be m suated by the InterizLiDrdfting

Cowm.ttee. I dc not know Yheoher it is profitable t_ pursue the discussion

or it any further. Ia.g hoprougl that we conm ret 'h.cuh the Sub-CcmitteeIs

report before lunch, and unless members wish to pursue this phase of their

discussior. further, I would like to pass on to the next paragraph, if the

change reconmended by the Sub-gCommittee in the languae of paragraph 2 is

approved. Is there ony further discussion kn that?
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MR. NAUDE (Union of South Africa): I wanted to put another idea into

the record for the Drafting Committee to look at. If Article 76

deals with the settlement of disputes, would it not be more

appropriate to include under Article 76 all provisions relating to

the settlement of disputes. It is a question of whether paragraph

4, if it is to be retained, should not be transferred to Article 76.

THE CHAIRMAN: That is a matter which could be considered further by

the Interim Drafting Committee.

THE SECRETARY (Mr. Turner): It occurred to me that I think it is

understood that a Sub-Committee will look over Article 50, and

perhaps the Joint raised by the South African Delegate could be

considered by that Sub-Committee with reference to Paragraph 4 of

Article 50.

THE CHAIRMAN: Shall we pass, then, to paragraph 3?

MR. HOLMES (UK): I think this paragraph contains, the other slight

error to which I referred. Article 76 of the Chater of the United

Nations deals with a very interesting subject, Trusteeship, but it is

Article 96 that we were applying our minds to.

THE SECRETARY (Mr. Turner): That is a typographical error.

THE CHAIRMAN: The recommendation of the Sub-Committee is that

paragraph 3 be amended to read as follows: "The Organisation may,

in accordance with paragraph 2 of Article 96 of the Charter of the

United Nations, request from the International Court of Justice

advisory opinions on legal questions arising within the scope of its

activities." The point was raised as to whether the action of the

Organisation in requesting advisory opinions in accordance with this

paragraph might not place the Court in a position of some difficulty
in the event of a question on which an advisory opinion is sought

subsequentlybecoming the subject of an action before the Court. It

was accordinglyagreedtorecommend that this point be referred to the

Registrarof the Court in order that his views may be made available

. t, 36. .
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for the information and guidance of the interim Drafting Committee.

Is there any discussion of this recommendation? In the absence

of comments, I take it that the recommendation is approved.

We pass to paragraph 4. The Sub-Committee recommends that

this paragraph be deleted. The thought behind the Sub-Committee's
recommendation to delete the paragraph was that provision could

appropriately be made in the regulations to be approved by the

Conference under Article 68, paragraph 1, for the Director General

or his representative to appear before the Court on behalf of the

Organisation, in accordance with Article 34, paragraph 2, of the

Statute of the Court. Is there any comment on this? Apparently,

this recommendation is approved.

In regard to Article 78, paragraph 3, it is recommended that

the words "which have already deposited their acceptances" in the

last sentence be deleted and the following words substituted

therefor: "represented at the United Nations Conference on

Trade and Employment", and that the following new sentence be added

to paragraph 3: "any instrument of acceptance deposited with the

Secretary-General of the United Nations shall be taken as covering

both procedures for bringing this Charter into force, unless it

expressly provides to the contrary or is withdrawn."

The Committee will note that the above amendments to paragraph

3 are proposed pursuant to the note submitted by the Netherlands

Delegation in Document C.V/17. Although the substance of the

Netherlands proposal was considered and accepted in principle by the

Sub-Committee, it was agreed that the preparation of a suitable draft

for submission to the full Committee should be left to the Netherlands

and United States Delegates, in consultation with the Secretariat.

The Sub-Committee further agreed to recommend .... I will stop at

that point to get consideration of the textual change that I have just

referred to. Is there any discussion?
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MR. LEENDERTZ (NetherIands): I want to explain that I agree with the

new wording of the Article as given in this document. I think it

covers the points I mentioned.

THE CHAIRMAN: I take it that the change is agreed to. Continuing
the comment on paragraph 3, the Sub-Committee says that it further

agreed to recommend, in connection with paragraph 3 of Article 78,

that the suggestion of the United Kingdom Delegate that an alter-

native method of bringing the Charter into force wouldbe to provide

for its taking effectwhen a certain proportion of the world's

trade was covered by the countries which were prepared to accept

its provisions, should be noted in the Committee's report for

possible consideration by the interim Drafting Committee.
MR. HOLMES (UK): Might I crave the indulgence of the Committee and

suggest that although I am nominally, at least, the Chairman of the

Sub-Committee, the word "possible" be omitted in the last line but

one?

THE CHAIRMAN: We Pass now to paragraph 4. The Sub-Committee

recommends, first, that this paragraph be amended in accordance

with the redraft suggested by the United Kingdom Delegation in

Document C.V/24, and second, that the consequential amendment of

paragraph 1 of Article 79 be also approved. The Sub-Committee

notes that it agreed to a proposal that the report of Committee V

contain a recommendation to the effect that members having inter-

national responsibility for non-self-governing territories should

furnish a list of such territories in respect of which they accept

the provisions of the Charter, and that such lists should be

incorporated in an annex thereto. Is there any discussion of that.mx thereto,

poi t? In the.ammsenc of aog nt,' I tske- it tmmat the recouended

aragres in peza&Eaph4. are approved.

toA-e clenQQ,ti.e 2. mhe Sub-Co.-mttee cAnsidered articlee-

ion with2noeo ,the oint raised by the Netherla.gds eleFation
38.
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regarding entry into force, and agreed to recommend to the Committee

that the words "which have agreed" in the next to the last line of

paragraph 1, be chanced to read "which agree". Is there any dis-

cussion?

MR. NAUDE (Union of South Africa): I want to go back to the previous

note at the middle of the page referring to non-self-governing
territories.

THE CHAIRMAN: Couldwe conclude this matter, and then return to that?

MR. LEENDERTZ (Netherlands): I have a very small drafting point I

would like to make on Article 78.

THE CHAIRMAN: Now that wehave started on Article 2, may we finish

with it? Is there any discussion of Article 2? If not, I take

it that the sugeested change is approved. We will now return to

consideration of paragraphs we have already approved.

MR.NAUDE: (Union of South Africa): The reason I spoke earlier

was that I was trying to figure out precisely the meaning of the

note. It is still not clear in my mind and I gather that it is

related to the United KingdomDelegation's Document C.V./24. I

merely wanted to place on record that there may be some dispute at

some future stage as to what territories are non-self-governing

territories, or arepart of the metropolitan territory of a member.

In that case, the South African Delegation will have to take up a

position in accordance with whether such a dispute arises or not.

MR. LEENDERTZ (Netherlands): The point I want to make is that in

Article 78, paragraph 3, it says that when the number of acceptances

equals 20, the Charter will enter into force. I wonder whether it

should not say "20 or more", because if on a certain date acceptances

numbers 21, 22 and 23 come in on the same day, there may not be a

date when the number equals 20.

THECHAIRMAN: The record will contain your suggestion, and the

Drafting Committee can take it into account.
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MR. LEENDERTZ (Netherlands): As to paragraph 4, I would like to

point out that the Netherlands overseas territories, as you

may know, are in a state of reconstruction and revision, so that

with respect to the paragraph, I would like to reserve the right

to my Delegation to come back to tjat Article as soon as the

situation in the Netherlands overseas territories has been

clarified.

THE CHAIRMAN: With reference to the suggestion made first by the

Netherlands Delegation, I assume that there is no objection to a

drafting change on those lines.
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I hope that we may therefore agree now. It is now 1 o'clock, and time

to adjourn. the calendar schedules a meeting of this Committee for

3 o'clock. There are, however, some complications that have set in

which affect at least myself. At the time the Committee was scheduled

I did not know th ere was planned to be a meeting of the heads of Dele-

gations at 4.45. I am not a Head of a Delegation, but I am a Chairman

of a Committee, and Committee Chairmen are supposed to be present. I

do not believe that it is necessary for me, however, to be present

throughout the entire meeting, and I think it would be possible for me

to continue here. If not, the Vice-Chairman could take over. I think

I could continue at least until some time after 5 o'clock, and if it were

necessary to report on the work of Committee V at the meeting of Heads

of Delegations I could probably do so towards the close of the meeting.

Nevertheless, we have
a

large agenda for this afternoon, and there are

the important questions of voting and of permanent membership on the

Executive Board. I would like to suggest, if it were agreeable to the

Committee, that we alter the arrangements and meet at 2.30 instead of at

3. I wonder if it would be possible for Committee members to convene

as early as at 2.30. I hear no objection, and therefore I assume that

it is agreeable. Or do I hear an objection?

Mr DAC (China): Although I would like to comply with your wishes, I have

some difficulty in being here at 2.30.

Mr HOUTMAN (Belgium-Luxembourg) (Interpretation): It is already five
minutes past 1, and it will be difficult for us to be here at 2.30.

THE CHAIRMAN: I hear some objection, so perhaps we had better go back to

our original plan of 3.o'clock. I am very much concerned with getting

through this Committee's work this week, and it is difficult to do so

if we begin work in the middle of the afternoon and then stop working

shortly after the middle of the afternoon. We will reconvene at 3 o'clock.

(The Meeting rose at 1.6 p.m.)
(For Verbatim Report of afternoon session, see
E/PC/T/C.V/PV/12, Part 2.)
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The Meeting resumed at 3.10 p.m.

THE CHAIRMAN: It was agreed this morning that we should have successive

translations this afternoon. I assume that preparations have been made for

that system. I wish first to invite the Delegates of Belgium and the

Netherlands to comment on their joint proposal which was circulated to

this Committee as No. 21. I leave it to the Delegates to decide between

them which one shall start.

Mr HOUTMAN (Belgium-Luxembourg) (Interpretation): Mr. Chairman, the

Belgian and Netherlands Delegations think that the question of voting is

a very important question for the future success of the Organisation,
be

and should/selved with good will and understanding. I have been

greatly impressed by the vigour with which the various Delegations

have supported the various contradictory views on this question, and

while paying tribute to this dynamism which speaks well for our

interest in the Organisation, I would be happy if our modest proposal

drawn up in a spirit of compromise might meet with equal success.

On the ground of legal equality for all nations, I concur with the

honourable Delegates for Brazil, India, Chile, Cuba and China, and wish

also to second the views expressed in the American draft Charter, as

they appear in Article 53, and according to which each member of the

Conference shall have one vote. Indeed, it is important that each

nation, whether big or small, should be heard at a conference and

should expound its ideas, desires or demands. This is a normal

consequence of legal equality of nations, and the very basis of the

feeling of confidence and co-operation inside the Organisation. That

is why the Belgian and Netherlands Delegations deem it adviseable to

abandon the proposition of differential voting, which would only give to

each country a vote in proportion to the part it plays in international

trade. Such is also the reason why we think it useful hot to change

the text of Article 58. However, we think, with the honouralbe Delegates

for France, Norway and Czechoslovakia, that we should allot permanent

seats to the representatives of great economic Powers. We might
42
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Juetify thio view if w, tookintQ account what has been done

by the United Nations Charter, which we have all signed, and

which established similar distinctions inside the Security

Couowil betweenwgreat PO'ers and Porers with limited political

interest, and invoked, as has already been done, many other

scmilar decisions w!ibh are issued upon the voting system which

is applied by other specialised agencies. We might draw the

attgntion of curacollea,uessto the fvct that inEide I.T.O.,

at far as concerns inier-governmental agreements on primary

fommodities, the Dra-t Charter which is proposed to us antic-

ipates appropriate representations to member countries accord-

ing to the imrortance or the intezest they have in the import

mm use of cerWeim goiiodiaies. .e ri;ht pleid, as the Del-

egatea os the acuth Afric.n Union -nd Canada have done, that

the various namions who have esonoric interests muot

necpsarily have different responsibilities, but we believe

that the safest ground to justify our proposal is that we all

certainly have an integest in guarsnteeinj the future of the

internatfonal Org nisation Tor trade, and ensuring that these

objectives will.realWy be achieved- te can only be struck

by the width of the aims pursued by the Organisation, such as

they have been revealed already during the work of the five

Caquittees, =nd conse-iently by the importance of the

economic awd ftnancial means re will have to use in order to

achieve these objectives. Whether we are concerned with

tariff negotiations of a nature which will open to all countries

,::the rtets ofthle world, whe-her we are concerned with offer-he or wh
..e

ing-to countries vhich prod-ce primary comodities guarantees

that they. will be able to distribute their products at stable

darei oncemned.cq1ief1yywi lon rm projects
&-viee~o- hlpi.irnon-tecbnealy- dev lope'd countres

ic iy d alor -±ndustri development.,
sionextoniamorr freOcrango ixoh: -is only possible-
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throughenohercinefatcd actcon betwe. tb'ehi eeonomi Powers

on which ultimatelyfdeaend t e technical and £intncial- needs

which cannot be dispensed with. Such.a concerted action on

the-international plane is only possible if these big economic

-o;ers -re remaesented in a permanent nmnner inside the Execut-

ive Board jugt es. they oould be in a -ovcrning body responsible

for the routine .ork; but wo aking under the control of-n

Assembly thich, under our systems is represented by the

Conference. Eoroover, .-e should not forget that in our project

the blg economictyo.ers re stiil a minoriT7 inside the Exec-

utive Boaed .ase-ecl' .w insidakthc Confcronce, ;hich meles it

impossible for themllto have exclusive and a11 round control

of the Organisation. I wish to add one word. We have no

eesiee to indicate the pr ciec criteria in order to rcach a

definetioooof wh.t must be undcrstc:d by the economical

impWetance of a country. el think that the problem should

be devided and that it ks wisc to leave that tas' to the

Conference ihich will have to decided with all necessary

guaran.mes, sincakel1 decisijns nust.be teoln by a maJority

of two-third, of its members. However; we wish to stress

the fact gthat in.nsome invotved Oranisatioz such as "he

Trade Organisaeion, orgarisations the tcrms of reference of

which are eco,omic. as well as sroial; satisfactory crite^t

hav been found and applied.i It is obvious that the task

will be easier to solvanif it is dealt with by cm Internat-

ional Trade Otanisation -hcch, as its name and fuuetions

i dicate, should work in -the interests of all, and, without

prejudging the decisions reached by the Conference; should

be baeed, ae the Australian Dclegato proposed, upon the

volume of exterior tradc of each State,which is already

efpressed in figures in o-ficial statistics.
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Then we have envisaged the possibility of raising the total number of

seats, permanent as well as non-permanent, which are at present anticipated

to be 6 permanent and 9 non-permanent, to 8 and 12 respectively, to meet

the case of the importance of the ITO increasing owing to the adherence

of all countries, or changes occurring in the contributions of the various

member States to international trade.

It is obvious that the Belgian and Netherlands Delegations would

be pleased if the Committee deemed it useful to discuss their thesis,

with a view to its amendment and improvement. In any case, the Belgian

and Netherlands proposal ha no other aim than to help the Committee

to reach a compromise and an understanding, thus proving our wish to

cooperate towards the success of our work.

THECHAIRMAN: I will call the Delegate of Brazil in a moment - I should like

first to give the Delegate of the Netherlands an opportunity to add any

comments.

MR. VAN TUYLL (Netherlands): Thank you, but I have nothing to add to the

statement of the Delegate of Belgium.

THE CHAIRMAN: Before I call on the Committee for comments on the statement

made by the Delegate of Belgium, I should like to make a few observations

on the subject matter of our discussions this afternoon. What I have to

say will deal chiefly with the manner in which we might proceed with our

further consideration of voting and related questions.

In our discussions to date three more or less distinct propositions

seem to have been advanced. The first is that voting in the Conference

and in the Executive Board should be on the basis set forth in the American

DraftCharter. The second is that voting arrangements both in the Con-

ference and in the Executive Board should be on the basis of one country

one vote, as in the Charter, but that provision should be made for certain

countries to have permanent seats on the Executive Board, and third, that

voting, in the Conference at least - as to the Executive Board I must add
clarified the

that our discussion has not so far/position - should be on a weighted basis

45.
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Board. Thoswhseer to bd the three ma oratgories in ich the is-

ny sieon thus fax has fallthe Subject to ary-vows which members of-f

Comittee my later express, yr feeling is that there is little to be
gained by our attempginZ xrhfurther consideration at this staxe of tbe-

third. proosition, namely weighted voting, and that the suggestions made

by the tnted Kingmolm Delegation in this respect should sirxy be noted

in vheexeport. Several other Delegations hare c=pressed some measure

f sympathy with the weighted voting;principle. If they should wish to

join with the United Kingdom member in an effort to coicert their various

ideas as to a system of geightinC, that might, I think, advantaZeously be

done. It would certainly be helpful to tho interim drafting committee if

they are to have thc responsibility of drafting alternative provisions based

on the views expressed by members Df this Committee. I think it is

iportant that we should& givc as co=-lete and clear instructions to the

Interima Drafting Committee as we can whether these have reference to

majority or minority views on. ane subject. However, I do feel that a goner-

al diocunsion on this matteroof. weighted vttirg should not be enc-uraged

this afternoon, but that the Committee, on the assumption that equal voting

will apply in the Conference, whici view has been expressed by the majorty

of delegations, - should. proceed directly to a more thorough consideration

of questions relating to Executive Board membership and procedure.

A number of somewhat differing ideas have already been expressed

with reference to the provisions of Article 57, and I believe that we must

attempt to secure as wide an area of agreement as possible within the

terms of reference mehave suigesrpd, namely, that we assu for the puxuoses

of ou further consideration of this Article, that the principle -f one

0U0=trY om vote will apply to voting on the Board as well as in the Con-

ference. it least three different proposals with reference to Board

memFersh-p haveaSo allrm been asdvulaed. ?ikst,: tht i Members holdd

be on the samexbasis, that is, that the present tect of Article 57 should
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remain. Second, that no express provision should be made for permanent

members as such, but that Article 57 should provide for say five members

of the Executive Board to be eligible for immediate re-election, the remain-

ing members to be elected on a rotating basis. I believe that was the

suggestion of the Delegate of Norway. Third: that there should be definite

provision made for a certain number of permanent seats. This, I

understand, represents the three major categories in which the suggestions

that have been made regarding Executive Board membership would fall.

The first two of these proposals, namely, that resting on the Charter

as it stands and that made by the Delegate of Norway, would seem to be quite

clear and simple. The second would involve only slight modification of

the present text. The third proposal, however, that straight-out provision

should be made for a certain number of permanent seats, involves more

substantial amendment and would probably require consideration by a special

Sub-Committee, whose job it would be to examine particularly such considera-

tions as the following: I mention these considerations not with the idea that

we should attempt to write into the Charter details which had best be left to

the Conference, but merely as considerations which should be borne in mind in

connection with our further discussion of Article 57. There is, of course,

a question as to just where the line should be drawn. For purposes of

discussion, I would suggest that some of the considerations which might

arise would be first, what principles and procedure should apply in

connection with the selection of non-permanent members; for example,

should they be selected on a rotating basis, as some have suggested;

what consequential changes would be necessary in Chapter 7; what additional

safeguards, if any, would be necessary to protect the vital interests of

certain members; in short, what I am attempting to suggest with regard

to the proposal that straight-out provision be made for a certain number of

permanent seats is that we shall not be very helpful to the Interim

Drafting Committee if we do not carry our formulation somewhat beyond that

point. Justhowfarweshouloirarr h d cary it wingout. gettiz too much over
,,~~nwe U1 to ,uc .
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into the sphere of details which should be left to the Conference itself

is perhaps a question that will deserve attention. Now, with apologies for

having made such a long statement at the outset of our discussion, I will

open the whole subject for debate. I had hoped, however, that this

statement might serve to guide our discussion in a manner which in the long-

run might save time for the entire Committee. If I have gone astray in

my statement of the issues, and no doubt there will be somemodifications

suggested, I can only express my regret and add that I amtrying to be

helpful and not hurtful to the progress ofour work.

I believe that the Delegate of Brazil wishes to speak.

MR. PARANAGUA (Brazil): It seems to me that once more the small countries

showtheir commonsense. I say "small countries" meaning territorially

small; they are great in other senses, and I think we can follow their

advice not to take this question too seriously. It seems to me that we

have to face two different questions: one is about the voting in the

Executive Board, and the other in the Conference. If the suggestion is

made that a privileged vote should be given in the Conference and in the

Executive Board, I would be against it, because the result would be that

some countries would not be prepared to accept majority rule, but would

seek to impose minority rule bymeans of privileged voting. Speaking

plainly, that is what would be the result - no majority rule, but minority

rule by means of privileged voting. That I cannot accept. So much for the

first question -- and I notice that Belgium and the Netherlands have agreed

on the point, one country one vote.

Then we have the other question, of taking into consideration the

economic or commercial importance of some countries inside the Executive

Board.That I agree is reasonable; not that they will have more respons-

ibility in the Executive Board, but they have wider interests. That I agree.

The question is, to find a way to take this wider interest into consideration,
im-

and studying the question I have found that the averages of some/portant

units in international trade are in the following order: United States with

13.8 more trade.
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The United Kingdom with 10.4 per cent, and then, if we take the

group of India, we have 15.10 per cent., and Latin America, 9.10

per cent; Africa has 4.60 per cent., and Oceania, 3.03 per cent.
THE CHAIRMAN: I apologise for interrupting the Delegate of Brazil,

but it is not clear to the Chair just what those percentage figures
are.

MR. PARANAGUN (Brazil): It is the participation of these groups in

world trade, according to the League of Nations. The League of

Nations divide world trade into groups: Europe, Africa, North

America, Latin America, Asia and Oceania - six groups. In studying

the question of permanent representation, I found it would be

reasonable to take into consideration those groups, and that the

permanent seats would be according to those groups. I felt that

we could solve that very difficult problemwith a proposal for

redrafting Article 57. It wouldbe changed in some paragraphs.

Paragraph 1 would increase the number of members of the Executive

Board. It would read in this way:

"(1) The Executive Board shall consist of 20 members of the

Organisation.
"(2) Subject to the provisions of paragraph 3 of this Article,

one half of the membership of the Executive Board shall serve for

a term of five years and shall be appointed by the members of the

Organisation having the largest share in world trade and belonging to

the following trade groups: Europe, two directors; North America,

two directors; Latin America, two directors; Asia, two directors;

Oceania, one director, anjd Africa; one director. The other half
~e -Ba.a. t .

ar- of the mebership of the-Executive Bod shall be elected each year

- b:the Conarence Ln t_ the :eibers not having-npointed.. any

ezscutive diregitlor.or retiriM-E, er Ehallbe' li~be f -

idate re-eltiect. -

'(J)A cwo, in th aative postion in mrld trade of'
.- .a' ' :
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mibr countrallppointing an executive director shiri be taken into.,'

consideration at the end of each ten f five years and the Executive`

Board shall ke. recomendations to the Conference, in order to

implement the precediri paragraph.

"(4) allh Yedber of the Executive Board shba2 have one

representative, and iay appoint alternates and advisors to its

representatives."

That is the way n rhich I found that, without saying, that the seats

are permanent, ian facdg they are. In this way we cknowlere the

special position of the different groups and the different countries

inside the Lroups, and they practically would have a permanent seat.

That is zerely a suggestion, because what we are discussing here will

pass throuoh many stateg. From here it goes to the Draftina
Cmmnittee in New York, the Drafting Co-:ittee in New York sends it

tmiGeneva for a secong Preparatory Comi~ttee, and then it Loes to

the Conference in the outsn of next year. This is a simple

suaLestion go see whether re can find - common Lround on which we

can aaree without maving vigorous discussions such as Oy colleague

ngom Kelv.:i spoke of at the beiinni. of this meeting.

ZZ CHilviZma The Delegate frola razil has inde :sme very concrete

smgges ions witA regard to an aiend;ent .to this article, and I thought

it would be easier for the Co~mittee to discuss those suggestions

if copies were smembk aff and distributed to each bailer of the

ndniittee. Tht is being done, amn they will be ready later. In

the meantime,mseveral other 1embers of the Com;ittee have asked to

spBakg mI believe the Delegate of Del:iuz wishes to add something to

his original coun-nts.

AR. IOUiN (Belium-Luxemboura) (Interpretation): I apologise for

takinngthe floor sm soon after havirX expressed .y opinions before,

but I lant to vake my position more precise, particularly after what

the Delegate of Brazil has said. I feel that there were some very

interesting proposals in what he said, especially concerning the

50.
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third paragraph of Article 57 as modified by the Brazilian

Delegation, which says that any change in the contribution towards

international trade may be considered by the Executive Board with

a view to modifying the former disposition. This seems to me to

be more subtle than the proposal which I submitted to the Committee.

But for the rest, I would have certain reservations to make.

The Delegate of Brazil has mentioned the difference in regard to

certain other Articles between permanent representatives who would

represent various economic powers and nations who would have

different interests. This seems to me to be very important,

because it brings closer together the views of the United Kingdom

and the United States. The United States proposal is one

country, one vote. We are therefore moving in the direction of

agreement. But if we all agree that the most powerful countries

must have some special representation, why the mention of

geographical basis? The geographical basis of a country is not

necessarily a criterion of its commercial importance. If we are

basing our consideration upon geographical importance, then

countries like the United Kingdom, the Netherlands and Belgium

would have an advantage in this, because according to the map

they would have it may be one director for their continent and

some fraction of a director for their Colonies. The proposal

of the Belgian and Netherlands Delegations followed the Charter

of the United Nations, particularly Article 23 of that Charter,

concerning the Security Council, where it is anticipated that there

will be eleven members, five being permanentmembers, and six other

members who would be non-permanentmembers, and those members would

be elected by the General Assembly. The non-permanent members --

.t- De .

and this mgationeet the view of the Brazilian Deleation

chiefly pppointed thetakin& into account their quota and fe -

iangaphical basis Mentioned by the Brazlian Delegate. To satisfy

~~~~~5.
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the Bragilian Delenate,wehy could q notmidopt a si jlar system

wgich would iitance importnce to the economic powers upon a

leo-raphicaJ basis? mhe non-peroanent eatg would-be Liven

zutatis Lutanbis upon a lasis which would hepend on te interest

of those countries towgrds the Or;anisation and alro on a fais

,eoaraphical representation.

I apolocisegfor taloint the flcor forgsucm a lone ti;e, and

I wishmindo legaeind Dei.eaams that I :. not the only author of

this proposal, butethat the Nctheglands DeleLation have had a hand

ma it, and zry wish to speak about it also.

CHmiR-TN: So;egother Deleaated have Lske2 for the floor, but

in view of what the NetheglanmayDele;ato a have tc say, I will,

mmth the Coaiittee's permission,himll uponr.- first.

lia van eUYLL (Nethtrlands)Belgiathe ege;ian Deletatemhas asked ne

to Live ~r opinion ang you hme the oppurtunitypprtunity, I would

like to add to lgat the Be3:ian Delegate has saim that, in iy

opinion, we must keep the aatters cle-wa Do wea a.nt to hrve

cgitgrap of Eeomrrahical izportance, or the criterion, of economic

;iportance? In the opiBiog of th sel ian and Netherlands

Delesations, we think themlest sbste would 'e to introduce the

criterion of themeconomic izportaperman the ;e.renend seats, ana to

use peoz-aphical criteria for mhe non-perLanent seats. I believe

the proposals of the DBlegate of irazil, which I have not yet been

able to consider very closelmixtend to !iZ the two criteria for the

permnent seats, gnd not to Live any criteria for the non-permanent

seats. I think that the position would be clarified if we knew

exactly what we want, and I believe tgat the Beliian and Netherlands

proposal kept both criteria in mind and deamt with thei in a way

whqch gives eoual value to those criteria. For that reason, I

endorse the woBds of the bglgian DeleEate.

52.
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THE CHAIMAN: The Delegate of New Zealand wishes to speak.

MR.LAURENCE (New Zealand): I address myself to Article 53, and in

particular paragraph 1. This Delegation, I think, is the only

one which has not yet expressed a view on the Conference date.

Consequently, we have had the benefit of hearing other views

advanced. We have had the benefit, too, of hearing views advanced

on other sections of the articles of the Charter where the

principles, I think, have a direct bearing on the difficulty that

this Committee is experiencing in respect of paragraph 1 of

Article 53.

In discussion of Article 78 concerning the entry into force of

the Charter, there was emphasis placed by certain Delegates on the

point that the adherence to the Charter by the important and major

tradingnations was a paramount consideration. We believe that the

adherence to the Charter by the major and important tracing nations

is not only of importance in connection with the entry into force

of the Charter, but it is of major importance if the International

Trade Organisation is to be a success,

In respect of article 76, Delegates were very concerned about

the middle course between full access to the Court of International

Justice, and. in the other extreme, there was concern expressed about

the possibility of trivial and vexatious issues being broughtbefore

the Court. In respect of article 76, I think it is relevant to say

that an issue of the same type and probably of equal quality, arises

between the question of whether each State should have one vote, or

whether some weighting should be given to the votes of states having

considerable interest in international trade and commercial affairs

generally. To make myself clear on that, to say that one state

should have one vote is not, in my opinion, the solution of this

important matter.

- 53.
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mhat leads .e back to the pomnt that I -ade in Aespect of Xrticle

78, that it ismpot only iLiortant to have the adheremce of the 1ajor

train nations to the entry into force of the Charter, but it is

iz-ortant toupave thndsuport arS full cooperatmon of the Qajor

tradin nations ir respect of the operationg of the Or:anisation.

Nol, as we foresee it, if you have the vote of a state which has

very little interest innanternatiomnl trade, aoth in an nseolute sehso

and in the sewse of the -orth of their trade to the nationals of that

stmte, it seezb toquitew 'eg.uite aron: teat the vot, of a major

country, whether it be thegdomted Kin:c;i, the United states, Russia,
nyance or azT one else, sgould bebnesatived 'y the vote of that one

stte; and it is not ghe way to Let full cooperatmon of the iajor

nations in the operatiOngaof the CrLzniAatwen. .s -; see it, the

position .ay arisemahere you ioy have onecr mmae of the -:jor nations

choosing; policies which ormpaot iw sy-.>thy vith the operations of

the IntermationaganiationraniAatwion. =s -e ghtedt, weihte!votes

on theBEardutive voua are not suoffsetting cffsettir, as a factor,

Because we cannot overlook the proAisions of .whicleg55, ;i;ch Live

the Conference theofinal authcrimy to deter.ine policies of the

n andsation, anapiliis the xooicies ratherdmian the a?.Lnistration,
of twe policy, -hich isedone by thtBoardutive 2carc, that is the

poinmpof real i.oortance for the succesg nf the Ornarisation.

The position, then, is thag even votesh theure.. of or own

country vould, I think, eworainly b-owrth more on the basis of one

state, one voteoulhan it woaa be om any,eightingh waijhtint that is

ligely to 1e Lenerally acceptable, we cannot ovempook the i.Lortance of

the realities of the -ituation tmat if the Lgjor tradinE nations found

that in the Conimpence on L-.ortant policies at issue they had the

equivalent of what reamly can be Lade to be no say at all, it would be

not only a possible but a probable consequence that you would lose the

cooperation of thoswhnations, Aimch is so L.portant.
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Therefore, our view is that the principle of weighted voting

should be introduced in article 53.
4

We have not evolved a smstez ofgweiLg.iF. mPro; our point

of view, of course, it is of interest to us to plame aiph sis on

the significance of the external trade of membeSiler rrthe: than,

say- on, the national income of mhm ;e-ber, but we have not carried

our thought to the point whwre Ne can say that the melue of the

external trade, in an absolute sense, is the basis on which external

trade should be compared, or whether it is the molute of the trade

expressed in relation to the populatioW. .e have got _ow doen to

those details, but the case fhr tie principlewofgveiLhted voting

appears to oe se clear and so necessary for the full cooperation of

the nations in the working of theganisation that:we e have clearly

resolved our ghouLhts on that paint.

On the other issue of the method ofgweivgtinL, we appreciate

fully the complexities that enter into it, and I thInk T could

illustrate the complexity by following argumenttr.et of the Delegate

Bor Irazil, who vas so strong in his emphasis on the point of one

state, one vote in the Conferenbe, tut has introduced into his

mentent gorgEeoEraphical representation, I thibk, fases which are

not at all consistent wihh tie argument for democracy and

demcratic principles which he advanced in connection with the

discussion of article 53. I am not ready to discuss those details.

simi siply pointing it out as an instance to show how easily we

car. lead ourselves into inconsistencies if we regard the issues as

gein& essentiallmpleple in this weighting; question.

55.
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MR. BURY (Australia): I would like to suggest thai In our

instructions to the Drafting mo mittee, we ask them

to set out the various alternative schemes which have

been put forward. I think every individual country

hasxprercssed its vwe's. Although iw .ould be a

staktae to postpone any issue upow vhicw ve could

reach finality, these are questions on which govern-

nmnts are acutely sensitive, and there are a number,

pf proJositions which havepbeen -utwhere :hich

they have not had time to consider. There are a

nufbnewol 3ne ones as far as the Austdiian Aeoegati n

is conceandd, cai I think it would be more helpful

to us if tfe Dra-ting Committee set out the various

possibiliwies ,which xould egablen-over-ments to

study the question so what,wehenet mece, en Gencva

in March or Awril, -e shall then be in amuch better

position to reach finawity 'hicht at -his stage is

clearly impossible and, evwn if -emdid, aight be

gone back on by various governments.

AIRMAN-L4LJT: The delegate of the United Kingdom.

LME HOIZS (UKited iingdom): I had not ieterprcted your

verj heremar rerizks at the beginning of this

meeMr.g, a. Cn.irmar, as debarring us from a dis-

cussion on the question of weighted voting in the

Co-ference altogether, hnd I 'ave noted that the

subject has reappeared. For myself, however, I do

not wish to go into any detail, but to say that the

representafive oL Australia whj has Just spoken has

expresyed vei much the feelingmthat -y delegation

has on this subject. We have, aK oou Lnqw, put up

m scheiewithout working it out in any great detail.
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We have suggested certain headings which might be

taken into account if it seemsdesirablefor one

reason or -another, that sysstem of weighhted voting

should be adopted. We have alsofelt that there was

some connection, though not a necessarily binding

connection, between weighted coting and permanent

seats on the Board of the Organization. We feel

that several questions haveprobably yet to be thought

of in this connection. It may well be that our

original ideasof what elements should enter into

such a system are not in any way exhausted, We had

suggested, for instance that there should be a

basic element and some weight given to international

trade - perhaps a great deal ofweight to that and

perhaps some weight given to national income. It

has been suggested,very reasonblyperhaps, that

population should be taken into account, or given

some weight and it has been suggested, again very

reasonably, that the proportion - I think that is

one way of expressing it - of a country's inter-

national trade to its whole trade should also be

taken into account.

Now what seems to us to be wanted is

for the only body which can, deal with this matter

at some leisure and in some quietude - that is to

say, the Drafting Committee - should, among other

thing, work out -it would not be amatter of great

difficultybut in some detail - the sort of position

which.would be arrived at under various alternative

weights for the weighting. That would not commit.

;ove&brnments in yrW way, and thisembeting, of course,

57. _
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itsele i8 aon-commie aep-We fe0l th-t for thcirp'm '

rcsentativcs e to0c countries around this tablto'

ave tas bee ouic os a pro osv.Jsuchc s wo -orselvea

had eut forward, would be for it to bc translated

intl cencrete tcrxm pcrhcps under v~rious aLltcrna-

tiinssystcms of weighting. If I imy, for -xstance,

testingr e. moment to tho cxtremcly intercting pro-

pesal put,forward by the Brazilian rcprcscntativeG

thorc g;ain I think it wouJA be quitc appropriate

formthe Draftiag Cornaittcc tL Cxminic the iatter on

those lines. There again, some tr.nslation into

concrete terms would no doubt bc possible for the

Drafeing Corimdiiu to undertake, and would bc very

snteresting and helpful for tho couxtriks to have

when they rcsizx thcir discussions.

We havc had some criticism of the system

of weighted voting. We have had, it is true, some

eupport for what the Noe 2icland delcgatc has said,

tith ver7 much of which I am in agrceacrt. One

poimt of criticism has been that our adducerent of

a parallel from the fund and the Baia ;as not a fair

paraIlel to bring forward. It has anerged. T think,

from the discussion this afternoon that that is not

wholely the caso. It has been pointed out, I think

with considerable justice, that the Organization

mustedepend on its successful functioning ovcr a

number of years on the strong support of all

countries, but not least obviously of those coun-

tries which have a large share of international

trade and which are conomically important.

The Organization t as I think will be
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shown by the draft instrument which may take more

shape at any rate as a resultof our labours here in

Church House) will provide a certain element of

mutual aid amongest all but it w;ill also involve,

espcially, in. those sections which may relate, for

instance, to industrial development of ,uder-

industrialised or under-developed countries some

of the important economic countries in having to

help,by their experience and by their share in

trade some of the other countries. In other words

the contribution towards the whole scheme which the

more important econmic countries, from the economic

point of view, will have to make will be a larger

contribution than that which the smaller countries

can make.

I introduce that consideration only to show

that one, at any rate, of the criticisms directed

against our original arguments for the system we

advocated was, I think, misconceived.d.

So, Sir, I would like to suggest, in endorse-

i-nt of what the Australian delegate has said, that

we could aecl with this question of weighted voting

by giving it as a direction to the Drafting Committee

that they should take, into account all that has been

said on the sjectOt here, tekc into account alt vhe

elements which have been suggested as, in certain

ciumstancess; reasonable elements, take into account

if you should have the system at all, andranxrslate
for us against the tem6 we meet again those alre.-

tveivsystems proposedO niato actual rmnus, providing

r, as Ihave suatested,aa. olai ±n the sense that

. E0 59..,-.
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no country would be without a. reasonable, basic

vote and perhapsalso a ceiling, so that no coun-

tries voting powers run up into some astronomical

height, and that we should then be able to consider

without; so to speak, those hang-overs too strongly,

the other question which we have been touching on

this afternoon, the question of permanent seats on

the Conference, and perhaps on the Executive Board.

That is all I think I have to say at this juncture:

THE CHAIRMAN:Two delegates have asked for the floor, but

before Icall upon them, I would like to make one or

two remarksthatare designed to clarify a point or

twothat came out in the remarks of the delegate from

the United Kingdom. First of all, and very inci-

dentally, I should saythat, of course, in my

earlier remarksI did not mean to debar the dis-

cussion of anything- of a Conference or anything

else - but I was only meaning to suggest that we

ougt to focuss our discussion this afternoonupon

Article 57. I think we all feel very much gratified
thatthe delegate from New Zealandhas expressed the

position of his country on thismatter of votingin

the Conference.I believe thatNewZealandwas the

only country, that had not, up to that time, expressed

itself onthat subject, and I am very, glad that we

now have a complete expression of the views and

position of .the members of this Committeeon the

subject of voting in the Conference.

Secondly, I want to allude to one suggestion

made by the delegate of the United Kingdom which I

think deserves some comment from the Chiar. He has
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renewed his plea for some sort of system of weighted
voting and has, I believe, suggested that the Interim
Drafting Committee might address itselfto this ques-
tion writh a view to seeing if some sustem could not

be devised that would be suitable. Am1 correct in

that.? I do not want to misinterpret.
MR. HOLMES (United Kingdom.): I suggested.thatit would be

easier for thisquestion to be considered at another

Session of the Committee if the Drafting Committee

had, witlhout any sort of commitment on anybody's

part, looked into the matter and drawn up a scheme

or schemes which took into account some on the views

which have been expressed, or all of the view which
have been expressed here, about the weighted voting
and the element .whichmight enter into it

THE CHAIRMAN.: Well, with reference to that, I should point
out that it is my very definite impression, from

having attended the meetings of the heads of dele-
gations and committee heads, that in this matter of

the Interim Drafting Committee, it has been the view
of the delgation heads that the Interim Drafting

Committee should be a purely technical Committee.

and that it should have no functions of a fact-

- finding or a subsidiary character; it would be a

purely techniical drafting committee. If that is the

case, I should have thouat it would not be appropriate
to turn over- to that Committee any assignment having

to do with the study of weighting-indices and the

making of alternativerecommendations with regard to

any systems of weighting. I do not believe thatwould
beappropriate for them to undertake..

er fore-assukmig that reore- as suingis
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coreict, to ecnew tec suggestion. that I mde at teo

outect, that thoec of tisi Cmnmiteeo, who arefIriendly

to, or tolerant of this view that terec-should be -a

eiihtecd system of voting in teo Confee neV, should

cnecavour to concert their ideas and eecipf teoycan

agree upon, some system of weighting, or even alter-

native systems,- I know that the delegations of the

United Kingdom has already made some suggestions

along that line - and that these should be available

to the Drafting Commiittee and, of course available

to the Conference when it assembles in the spring.

I do not believe that the-mattercan go much beyond

that, and I have a great deal of sympathy for the

vicew expressed by the delegate from Australia, that

the matters which we now are discussing with regard

to voting and membership of the Beard are matters

on which we cannot be in any sense definitive or

final in our discussions at this Conference , and

that they will no doubt require -further consideration

in the interim, and will have to be taken up again

in the spring.

I apologise for taking so much time. when

other delegates wish to speak, but I felt that that

matter ought to be clarified. The delegate of

Cuba.

MR. ALAMILLA(Cuba ): I do not hope to solve this difficult

problem of the vote but will of all explain

our specific position on this matter as clearly as

possible. Then I shall offer some- negative criticism

on what we have heard and on things under the Charter,
and, later, I shall try to give some positive sugges-

tions which may be of help in the future.
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Out position in regard to the vot of the

Executive Board is exactly the sameasitwason

the Organization, that is, that all the. members

should have a single and equal vote asanyother

memberof the Organization. Therefore we do not

believe that a plural vote - which is whatwe call

it in my country - would solve the problem. On the

other hand, it has been suggested here thatsome

difference is made amongestthe several countries who

have a special interest, because they have a trade
that is merelyimportant than other countries. In this

respect I have to cease to talk for my delegation

becausewe only have instructions to support what the

Charter says. However, I believe that as we come

here only to offer suggestions of help and to do

whatever we can, this kind of suggestion, which has

already beenaccepted by the League ofNations, will

not have a. negative reception by the Cuban Government.

Therefore, on this promise I shall offer some ideas

on this matter.

Coming to the matter of permanentseats, I

see that the Belgian delegate has made two different

suggestions -first in thepaper that was distributed

they suggested that there should be 6 and 9 members,

making 15 in all. Now they say 8 and 12, which makes

20. I believe they have done so because they have

probably noticed that if we take 15 members,and then

we start negotiating and have 17 or 18, it will create

a very awkward situation if two or three members are

not on the Excutive Board at the beginning. And

maybe the suggestion of 20 is because, they want to

cover everybody who would like to come in at the
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beginning of the so negotiations. Therefore, my first

ncgativc criticism hatthe number of 15 is taIt it may

1oad to a vcry dieficult situation for thc one or two

mcibors whcewEulc bc exet out of th oxeeutivc Board

of the Organization.

Semondly; if w; have 20 mcnbers, I believe

itomeulemberpossibleefoe soni manbcrs to havo por-

eaciet scats. Hcre I am cxprossing my personal

opineon. But on teib case thc number uf mimlers

shcale noWebe dcfinitcl- st-tcd. V. should say no

aonr anan this and noweoss th-a that because Yo may

not ae only 17 or 18 or 20 n-tions in this Organiz-

atfon; we may bc 25, 24 21 - nobody knows how many.

II ec say that vi shame havo, for example, 5 -mbers

ene5 in thc beginniine, cecrybody rushes to bc onc of

those 5 mooaors onetec Exceutivc BD-rd, thcrc, will

me oths incentavionsrwhort cther big n:t.ns .bo may

ment tocome in later if thetycormc in later if -1-hy

aermanen-ble to gct onc pcnniLaat scat on the

Eeccueivc Board. e Thcrcperc it should bL left oDcn

for teetsonfcwingncoreen it mcts, knov;ng mror than

wo knew navs to decede cxactly wh.t is to bc the

nuaber of reranenQtofembers and the number ce non-

poarnr t rmembcrs.

I still hav another negative criticism to

mace aed that is that the mcmbors who would be

selcecd - not pcLranclr mcmbors - probably by vote.

Th. im how it scces eo me fror what I havc road and

hcerdeoft hc pelgian .nFrNcthcrlands -roposal. Prom
emberesrienelectedsomc monimbs arc clfctod and can

boerc-caceted, they will bc ,n .. favorable position5

bccausc we would be verecmuch inclined to re-clcot

them than to ran tew riskeof bringing in nc; membcrs
64.
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when we do not know how they will act. Therefore

this is a..point which we must take, intoconsideration.
Apart from this, supposing we have 5 or 6 permanent

members and we haveseveral members who are to be

elected; are the 5 or 6 members who are permanent

to have a vote also on these. non-permanet members

to be elected or not? I have no opinion on this

point, aIthough I believe that if the members have

permanent seats they should not vote for the places
of the non-permanent members who are to be elected.

Now comes my positive contribution. I believe
there is always this danger, that a group of nations

will be in this Organization from the beginning but

that that will stop some other coming in. I would

suggest, therefore; that instead of having an election

for the other members, that a list of the elected

members should be established, and that we should come

to one of these conclusions: that this list should be

made alphabetical, it could bemade by drawing lots,

or it could be made. and this is possibly my best

suggestion - by arranging groups which, when they'

came together ini the Executive Board, would represent

two sets of cross-sections in the members of the

Organization. One night be a geographical distribution;

the second that they would represant countries in

diferent stages of development. In this way I

believe that we might solve the problem which may be

one, of the-most difficult to solve in this whole

Organization.

5
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THE CHAIRMAN: I call upon the Delegate of Norway.

Mr COLBAN (Norway): I also wish to make some observations to

help find a final solution. I have already stated that as far

as Article 57is concerned, I would like to modify the first

paragraph slightly. I suggest the paragraph should road:

"'The Executive Board should consist of 15 members, elected

by the Conference five of;whom shall be eligible for

immediate re-elcction." I want to point out that I have

not in mind permanent seats. I only desire to create a

system under which the great leading commercial Powers
could be quite certain of being maintained on the Executive

Board without making it necessary to name them specifically

in the Charter. I think it is better to have a phrase such

as the one I suggested, than to mention so many countries

by name. Another point is this: Originally I think I said

that there should be 18 members of the Executive Board,

but, having reconsidered the matter, I think 15 should be the

maximum. We around this table are supposed to number 17.

I cannot imagin this body dealing with executive tasks,

It would discuss organisation or high policy, but, as an

executiive instrument, it would be too large. I do not make

any counter-proposal to the American draft -which, as far as I

can see, has been extrememly well thought out. Therefore, I

do not propose anything, less than 15 members,but think I

should insist that that number should be the maximum.
in

As to the voting referred to/Article 57, I think we should

apply the same system as for the Conference - one State one

vote. I have an open mind, but that is how I look upon the

matter at the moment. I am perfectly willing to be convinced

that I am wrong if sufficient argumentscan be brought forward
but I feel that it is a mistake to think that a great commer-
cial Power in an organisation such as this would run the risk

of being voted down. After all, not one, two, or five, or
66.
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10 unreasonable members can turn down a reasonable pro-

posal of any other member of the Organisation when it is in

fill swing. Our experience - because we have all been to

international conferences many times - is that we listen with

considerably more - I do not say respect, and I cannot find the

right word, but perhaps I should say considerably more deep

respectful interest to the statement of one of the loading

nations on that -particular subject which we are discussing,

than we would listen to theoretically excellent speech of

report of a Government admittedly not very interested in the

matter. I feel, therefore, that the great Powers need not be

afraid of the "one State one vote" principle being applied.

As I say, I still have an open mind.

THE CHAIRMAN: I propose to call the Delegate of Canada next,

and then the Delegate of China.

Mr LEPAN (Canada): I would like first of all to as ure His

Excellency the Norwegian Delegate who, I suppose, must be£

described as a ecpreseta:tiec of a country which is not so larec

or powerful as some others, but teoec is no representative to

whomwve listen with more ecpecetful attention than himself.

I am surewec are all ecryg-atet ful to obu, Mr. Chairman, for

the exat and lucid sggeestions which you have made through-

out the course of our discussions this afternoon about the

procedure which it might be wise to follow. At the very

beginning of this afternoon's discussion it was suggested that

we should proceed on a hypothesis that the principle of one

country one vote be adopted. W.e of the Canadian elegattion

are content to proceed on thathbypothesis, provided it is

understood that it is only one hypothesis of a number which

might be accepted; that ithaad been accepted only as a matter

f conveniece, and final1y that the whole question of weighted

oting would be remitted to the inte

for consideratiere and also for tion,f
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and, it might be, for a decision by the next meeting of the

Preparatory Committee. However, the question of weighted

voting has been opened this afternoon, and it now seems that

we are rounding off our discussion of this subject before remit-

ting it to the Drafting Committee. It is for that reason that

I would like to put on record the Canddian position so that

there cannot be the slightest doubt about it. The Canadian

Delegation has never concealed the fact that it is in support

of the priciple of weightedvoting . There have been a

groat number of criticisms direct against the principle.

We cannot accep the, criticism that it is undemocratic, nor

can we accept the criticism that the intention and the effect

would be to impose the will of the majority on the minority.

It seems to me that if the principle of one country one vote

were adopted, a situation might very easily arise wherethe

voices of those countries achieving, economicimportance

might be overborne by the votes of a coalition of the

countries which do not enter significantly into world trade,

and we do not think that such a situation would be democratic,

unless we are to adopt the very pessimistic definition of

democracy that it is a system where everyone can speak and

nothing can be accomplished. Now I turn to the suggestion

which you yourself have made, Mr. Chairman, about a Sub-

Committec to put into rather mere precise form the suggestions

which have been made about weighted voting. I agree with the

United Kingdom Deligate that the taskof working out a system

of weighted voting is not a particularly difficult one, but

on the other hand it is a detailed one. It seems to us at

the CanadianDelegation that it would be churlish to refuse

the invitation which you have thrown out, and we for our part
would be very willing, to participate in an attemptand to

have, as it were, a second shot at producing a paper on

weighted voting. It should be understood that even thesecond
68.
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shot would be in no sense definitive. It is impossible, I

think, at this stage to arrive at a definitive system of

weighted voting. However, it might be possible to make a

rather closer approximation to a system that I hope, in the

progress of time, might commend itself to rather more members

of the, Preparatory Commission than is at present the case,

It is for that reason that we would be prepared to participate.

Mr DAO (China): At our last meeting.when we discussed the

voting system we; made our position clear, and I wish to say

that our position has not changed with regard to the voting

in the ExceutiveBoard. Havingsaid this, I would like to

confine myself to the consideration Article 57,with

regard to membership of the Executive Board.

THE CHAIRMAN: May I interrupt? I understood youto say that

your position has not changed with reference to voting in

the Executive Board. Do you mean that? You do not mean in

the conference?

Mr DAO: No.

THE CHARMAN:You mean in the Executive Board?

Mr DAO: Yes, we made our position clear with regard to the

voting at the conference at the last meeting, and I wish to

reaffirm that our position has not charged in relation to

the voting system on the Executive Board.. We have an open

mind as to the number and the status of members of the Board..

What I wish to do is to put forward some points which might be

taken into consideration either by the Drafting Committeeor

at the text meeting of the Preparatory Committee. We feel that

the number of members maybe suitably increased from 15 to a

maximum of 18, but provisionshould be made for a smaller

number in the event of the Charterbeing brought into

force in accordancewithArticle78,paragraph3. As to
whetherthereshould be any permanentseats for certain~~~



members, we say that there are two ways in which such a :

systemecan bc institutee. Onc is te writo ieto th

Charter the nameshef t- apermonent members ofEtee -xoeutivp

Board. It is apparent that.at preseetethorc certainrtaiX

drawback, but this drawback may disappear ey th6 time that the

final Draft Charter is adopted. The other is to adopt

c'rtain principles and procedures as a guide t theeconfor-

once to clect certain memberseto bc permanent msmber&,

On this point, as far as the principle is concerned.,ewe foel

fhat Jactors which will naturally figure in the consideration

will beetofsc eo economic importance eog gco,raphieal rop-

resentation. It is rathfr diiticulz at teeenroscgestaro to

cc±¢ to ane detcrmination with regard eo tho degree of

economic importanee. Wc think ehat cconomic importance

of a member shoeld bc such as woule refcr not only to the

actual but also poteneial mconorpc imaortance. As to the

other factors wwecmay. MC. alno cor, derc such as the criteria

which heee bo,n; adopted in certain other international

organisa,ionsv on the whele wc would like to see theenumbcr

cL such criteriagbein; as many as possible, so as not to

precludm froL our consider. on sathem..tors as will decide

theomicinit mportance of emb mcrrewe Hovcver, if there is a

provifion ermanantncn membees, wc have also to consider

fhctsthatthe numberofr o_ seats should be such as would not

hinder aneromemberswbrs who may adhere to the Charter, after

the Oraganistion hae into being.r. On the other hand,

there is ae altcreativc to ystem ofpcf . ermancntemembcrship,

something on the lines putaforw rdhe Delegatef te for Brazil.

The question of geographical representatnd thefactor or

o0 economic imaodc nc 'may determine the distributif the

permanent members who will serve for a longer period than the

other members on the Board. We offer these points for the

purpose of facilitating the discussion of Article 57.
70.
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THE CHAIRMAN: I realise that it is setting late, but the Delegate of

AustraIia assures me that he only wishes to make a very brief remark and

if no-one else wishes to speak on this subject we should perhaps be in

a position to agree on some procedure for handling the matter which has

been under discussion this afternoon. I have sone suggestions to make

regarding that. I call on the Delegate of Australia.

MR. BUREY (Australia): In view of the remarks of the Delegate of Norway,
I feel I should explain our proposal to increase the membership of the

Executive Board to 20. We had envisaged that owing to the multitude and

complexity of the subjects with which the Executive Board will have to deal

and the varied degrees of interest and experience of its members, it would

inevitably have to work largely through sub-conaittees. In any case we

should regard 15 as too many to thrash out many of the detailed questions

it will have to deal with in practice. I feel I should say that just to

bring it to his notice.

MR. COLBY (Norway): I want to thank the Delegate of Australia for his

statement.:

THE CHAIRMAN:I had thought at one time of appointing a sub-committee to

consider this whole gamut of questions which we have discussed in

connection with the Conference and the Executive Board, more particularly

the Executive Board, but I believe that that is scarcely practicable

for the reason that almost every member of this Committee has expressed

a very warm interest in the subject. To omit any member would be

invidious .and therefore thee would be little gained by that procedure.

I have an alternative suggestion which I hope will meet 'with your approval.

It is that we instruct our two Rapporteurs to prepare: now this part of

their summuary; that will have the effect of putting very clearly into

juxtaposition the various suggestions that have. emanated from our discussion

It would be prepared tentatively in a form suitable for incorporation in the

report Committee V to this Conference. That tentiative draft of our

two.rapporteurs who would be merey doing some of their homeworkin advance

would then be brought back to this Committee and would be reviewed by it.
s F. .>-~K 7
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It would of course be distributed ivaad7rnce, I should hope before

Thursday. That would give thimmCo=aittee an opportunity to see how these

various suggestions line up. st id quite conceivable that our two

Rapporteurs might be induced to exercise their imagination to the extent

of suggesting that perhaps some of these various suggestions would wash out

or reconcile with each other, and that we could narrow somewhat the

possible divergences in these suggestions. I hardly expect that the

various views could be concerted into one unanimous se of'suggestions

with regard to the Charter, but at least we ought to try to narrow the

differences. TommCc=.ittee then, acting asommiCc=ittee awha vwole -

let it be a sumb-comittee of the wholmmioi~rttee if you like - would then

be affordesecondond occasion on which to make any further observations

on this subject for the record, and we would let the matter rest there.

It would be the job of the second meeting of the PreparatorymCom:ettec

next. Spring to start from that point. I I do not believe that we could

properly ask the interim Drafting Committee to do any substantive work.
not

As I sad omm;;ent ago, it is/their proper role, they are mere draft

nicians.ns. Does that suggestion meet with the approval of the Committee?

Very well, then; our Rapporteurs have a new task. One more thing and

the-- we are through:amI -_ asking the Secretary to arrange for a meeting

tomorrow at 3 o 'clock - no meeting in the morning. I believe we have

enomah iwalring to work on for a meeting tomorrow afternoon. The

meeting is closed.

The Committee rose at 6.12 p.m.
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